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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
'  -
A.  General introduction 
l. This proposal has as its primary objective safety·i~ the. transport of  tranSportable pressure · 
·equipment.  Although' the Council has already ensured, by· adoption of Directives 94/55/EC1 
and 96/49/EC2
,  a  sufficiently  high level  of safety. in the transport of dangerous  goods  - . 
includii1g.transportable pressure equipment- the aspect of  free provision of  transport services  ·_ 
involving sucli equipment,  including use  and refilling,· is·  not guaranteed.  That is  to· say,,. 
there  are  additiO!lfll  national  requirements  which  iinpede  the  free  provision of !fansport 
. services  for _such  equipment,  as. well as ·.its  use;  Tnese. restrictions  are mainly due 'to the 
absence of a harmonised  system for  approvals  for. such equipment at the time of periodic 
inspections in Use,  and consequently to a lack of t,:ecognition of approvais and marks  is~ued 
by inspectfng bodies.  Thus, the approval attesting.the periodic:- inspection of the equipment · · 
as carried .out by a  designated inspection body .in one lvfember  State should be recognised. 
throughoutall Member States.  This contrasts to the currenfsituation where,  for example,_ 
gas cylinders transported froni country x to country y .and used may not be refilled in country 
y.and transported backagain to country x without being retested,)rispected and approved·in 
country y.  _ 
.  .  .  . 
Therefore,  although by Council Directives 94/55/EC and96/49/EC great progn!ss has been 
made in harmonising  tecl;mical  provisions  for  the  safe transport of transportable  pressure' 
equipment, particularly with regard to constrhction and use, certain measures stilL remain to 
be taken.  Although a limited number of Member States already ,operate a voluntary form of. 
" mutual  recognition  of :approvals  for  transportabh!  pressure  equipment  for  both· periodic 
.. inspections- and  placing  on  tile  market,  without  requiring  further  testing,  there  is  no 
mandatory requirement obliging Member States to do so,' so that unfortunately obstacles to 
freedom 'to. provide tra~sport services still exist where other Member States require additional 
inspection of approved equipment· for  use· on .  their  territory .  in  the  course  of· a. transport 
operation. 
..  - .  . 
Council Directive 94i55/EC (!f21 November 1994 on ihe approximation of the laws of the  Member States with regard_ to the 
transport of dangerous goods by road OJ i. 31917,  12.12.94 
,-- .  2  ·  Co:m.!lci!Direciive 96/49/EC of 23 July 1996 onfue ap~~oximation of the laws of the Member Scates with regard,co the. transport 
.  of dangerous goods by  rail,' OJ·L 235125,  17:9.1996  .  · 
2' ... 
2.  A secondary objective is to ensure free circulation of such equipment on the CommuJ;rity 
market.  Although the Council recently adopted Directive 96/  . ./EC3,  covering the aspect of 
placing on the markefof pressure equipment, this Directive excludes tra11sportable pressure  .  . 
equipment from its scope,  given that most technical_ aspects  are already covered under the 
scope of Council Directives 94/55/EC and96/49/EC. In its original proposal to the Council 
for this Directive on pressure equipment (COM(93)319), the Commission already announced 
.that Community measures would be taken to  e~ure free circulation and use of transportable 
pressure  equipment  where  these  aspects·  were  not  addressed  through  Council  Directive 
94/55/EC  (see III,  pg  1b  of COM(93)319).  Thus,  this  proposal  will likewise  seek  to 
overcome the additional· national requirements  which_ impede the placing on 1;he market of 
transportable  pressure· equipment,  t:hiough  t]J.e  establishment of uniform requirements  fo:r; 
construction  and  use,  taken  from  Directives  94/55/EC  and  96/49/EC,  recognition  of 
certification issued by approved bodies and the inClusion of a mark of conformity. 
3. _  In order  to  fullfil:  the  above  objectives,  this  proposal  pro_vides  for  a  guarantee· of 
transport  safety  by  introducing  new  procedures  for  p~riodic  inspection  of all  existing 
transportable  pressure  equipment in Annex. V,  part II,. as  well  as  conformity· assessment 
· procedures following· the modular approach in Annex V, part I, for all new equipment other 
than that manufactured in accordance with Council Directives 84/525/EEC4,  84/526/EEC5 
and 84/527  /EEC
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• 
Freedom  to  provide  transport  services · will  be  fully  attained  if, · as  a  result  of  the 
.  harmonisation provided by this proposal, -new transportable pressure equipment as well as 
all  existing  equipment which complies with Council Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC, 
inCluding  cylinders  manufact,ured  in .  conformity  with  Council  Directives  84/525/EEC; 
84/526/EEC and 84/527  /EEC, used in the context of a transport 9peration will be recognised-
in other Member States. 
4.'  Existing  equipment,  manufactured  to  national  standards,  that  does not comply  with 
Coum~il Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC, does not fall within the scope of this proposal. 
5.  There are large numbers of test~ngand  ce~ification houses currently existing in.the 15 
Member States, which under this proposal would take on the status of designated inspection 
-bodies  on condition that they  meet the  relevant criteria.  This  prqposal  provides  that the 
inspection bodies have' to  fulfill .  common quality  criteria to  be  designated by the national 
administrationS.  The basis of these criteria is  taken from the newly developed and adopted 
CEN· standard  in the  EN  45000  series,  namely  EN 45004  adopted  in  1995  laying down 
"General criteria for. the operation of various types of bodies performing inspection": 
3  Council Directive 96/ . .iEC on the approximation of the laws of the Member States concerning pressure equipment, OJ L ...  , .... 
4  OJ  L 300/1, 19.11.1984 
5  OJ  L 300120,  19.11.1984 
6  OJL300/48,19.11.1984 
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I 6.  A positive effe~t of this proposal is the granting of access to a larger market for products 
.. falling . within  its  scope .  with  the  twofoid  benefit  of .  economies -of scale  and  reduced 
.  administrative costs related-to approval of transportable pressure' equipment.  Suc_h equipment 
should be easily identifiable to  facilitate further its circulation.  The most effective way to 
do so  is  to  affix a  .distinguishing· mark to  it (see  Annex VII).  Each Member State shall 
recognise all equipment bearing such a mark,  since it is  a guarantee of compliance of the. 
·equipment with the  requirements  of this proposal, -that  is,  a guarantee of a high level of · 
safety of the equipment .  .  ·  ·  ·  · 
' 
7.  As  reg~rds economic advantages of this  Directive over the current situation, .  today· the 
situation of type approval for transportable pressure equipment is  such that manufacturers 
have to submit their equipment for type-approval to Jhe national administration ofall  Member 
States where they intend to place their product ·on the market. Once this Directive enters into . 
. (orce,  they· will .  not be. obliged to·-obtain approval. from  all  Me~ber States· individuaUy; 
approval and marking in one Member State will. be enough to  place the equipment on. the 
market. or use it in any part of the ·Community.  ·  · 
- "}  . 
'  -
8.  EquipiD"ent  t~ansported into the  Community frotn third countries.  c~n  be approved  for· 
periodic  inspection  by  a- designated  inspection  body  established. within  the  Comrtmnity 
provided.that this equipment satisfies the provisions of this Directive.  Also, new equipment 
manufactured :in tliird countries and placed on the Community market for the first time must 
comply with the provisions of this Directive.  .  - .-
9. In developing its proposal the Commission consulted Member  Stat~s? go~emme11ts,.  as well. 
as.  European·tnide federations  such  as  AEGPL,  EIGA,  CEFIC,  ECM,  EPTA,  UIP,  the 
representative bodies of inspecting agencies, CEOC ·and ECUI, and the standardisation body 
GEN, who in principle all agree on the need for regulation at Community. level in this sector 
in order to  enhance safety  and speed up the procedures for type approval of equip.rrient. · 
·  ·  · B.·  Justification for· ~ction at Community -level 
Subsidiarity · 
(a) 
(b) 
What are the objectives of the proposed action in relation to  the Community'; 
obligations? 
. The main objective of the actiori envisaged is· to facilitate the fr(!edom to provide· 
transport services and to enhance safety in the-transport of transportable pressure 
equipment within the Community.  In addition, the proposal  regul~tes the placing 
on the market of new equipment.  All this can be achieved through a recognition 
of approvals  issued  by  Competent ·Authorities'  testing  bodies  (designated 
ipspection bodies), whether independent or in:.house, and by affixing a recognised 
· mark for approved equipment: 
. Does competence for the planned activity lie solely with-the Co~unity  .or is  it 
· shared with the Member States?  .  ·  · It is a competence shared between the Community and the Member States.-
· (c)  What  is  the  Community  dimension  of the  problem  (for  example,  how  many 
Member States are involved and what solution has been used up to now)? 
All  Member-- States  are  already  bound  by  Council  Directives  94/55/EC  and 
96/49/EC  which  establish  the  technical  requirements  for  the  tran.Sport  of-
·dangerous goods  including transportable pressure equipment.  Further to these 
obligations Member States will need to transpose the provisions of this Directive 
.  in order to adequately. cover the  aspects of placing on the market and periodic 
inspections of these goods within the Community. 
(d)  What is the most effective solution takii).g into account the means available to the 
Community and those of the Member States? 
Action at Community level is the only possible way to solve these problems.  A 
mutual  recognition clause  in  the  Council  Directives  94/55/EC  and  96/49/EC 
would be  insufficient given that,  for the pufi>oses  of transport,  a cylinder,  f9r 
e~ample,  can  already  be  approved  in· one  Member  States  then  filled  and, 
transported  to  another  Member State.  The  obstacle  arises  in the course  of a 
transport operation when the cylinder needs to be refilled and moved  again~  At 
this stage Member States require their own Competent Authority approval of the 
testing of transportable presslJ,re  equipment. 
Therefore  the  completion of the  Internal- Market for transportable  pressurised 
equipment, as foreseen in Article 8A of the EEC Treaty, qtlls for measures that 
can- on}y  be  taken  satisfactorily  at  Community  level  in  order  to  achieve  this 
o\Jjective. 
(e)  What real.added value will the activity proposed by the Commuruty provide and 
what would .be the cost of inaction?·  . 
A positive effect of the principle ofrecognition of approvals of the equipment 
establi~hed in the Directive will be the free provision of transport services of  such 
equipment  throughout  the  Community,  as  well  as- the  elimination  of  the 
unnecessary  costs  and  administrative  procedures  related  to  the  equipment 
·approvals.  _  ·  · 
· As· regards economic advantages of this Directive over the current situation, today · 
the situation of type approval for transportable  pressure equipment is  such that 
manufacturers  have to  submit .their equipment for type approval to  the national 
administration of all Member States where they intend to place their product on 
the  market.  These  manufacturers  already  have  to. bear· the  costs  related _to. 
conformity assessment.  Once this  Directive enters. into force,  they will not be  .  .  . 
obliged to  obtain approval  from  all  Member States individually;  approval  and 
marking  in one  Member  State  will  be enough  to  place  the  equipm~nt on the 
market or use it in any part of the Community.  The consequent savings may be 
reflected in the price of the· equipment'. 
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_.·(g)  . 
. M9reover,  the-approval  attesting *e _periodic  insp~tion. of the. equipment  as . 
carried out by  ~. designated  inspection .  body  in ·one  Member  State  should  be 
·.  recognised-throughout-all Member States .. This contrasts to the current situatio'n·. 
where, for eXample,  gas  cy~inders trlli1Sported  f:rom  country x to country y_and 
used may  not be refilled in COUntry y and transported  back again to. country X 
~ithout being  retes~ed, .  inspected .and approved. in country y. ·. 
· Embracing. certain tanks {or the trinsport of  ~ngerous  goods., within the scope of 
this. proposal,  thereby assuring  them  free  circulation,  has .important economic 
advantages considering the high'value of such equipment.'  '-~ 
'  ' 
A further advantage of recognition of approvals is that it will allo~ better:use of 
existing equip_111ent.  For example, where a coll1pany ha$ preniises in ·more th<m 
. o~e country,  transportable  pressure  equipment in excess  in country x  can be 
transferred to country y for use witllout incurring. additional costs for inspection 
'  '  .  'L.  •  . 
. by· the designated inSpection ]?ody of  country y..  .  ·  .  .  .  .·  - _  ' 
What forrn.S of action are available-to the Corru:Tiunicy (recommendation,· financial  · 
support,  regulation, -m\ltual recognition: etc ...  )?  ' 
Action at international level is insufficient in the abs~nce of effiCient enforcement·· 
·possibilities.  · 
. 
It is-considered that a Directive is the best means available of achieving the goal 
of free _circulation of this transportable pressure  equip~ent.  A Directive would 
allow the flexibility of amending ·existing national rules  rather than abandoning· 
. .  these for a Regulation:  A recommendation is considered insufficient given the 
sensitive safety aspects involved fn this.transport.  Financialsupport would clearly 
be inadequate; .  ·  · 
Is it necessacy _  to have a u;uform  Regul~tion or is  a Directive  setting  out the 
general objectives sufficient, leaving implementation at the level of  the Member· 
~~  .  '  ' 
The adoption of a Council D-irective is the .appropriate pr~cedure  f~r laying down 
a legal framework to enhance safety  pe~ormances of the equipment through a  .. 
uniform and compulsory application of  the 'technical provisions for the eqqipment 
as set out in the Annexes to Directives 94/55/EC and 96(49/EC, while leaving to 
· the' Member States the  means  of enforcement and  the\ implementation of  this· 
Dii-ective.  ·  ·  · 
r  6 Coherence with other Community policies  .. 
This proposal for a Directive will flll the legislative gap currently existing with regard to . 
· harmonised·  conditions  for  a  Single  Market  in  transportable  pressure  ·equipment,  as  it 
complements  not  only  existing  Community  legislation  with  regard  to  the  transport  of 
dangerous goods but also that which establishes a ~ingle Market for·pressure equipment in 
· general.  · 
C.  Scope of the proposal 
This proposal requires  that all transportable  pressure  equipment used  for  the  transport of 
dangerous -goods meets the provisions relating to such equipment in the Arinexes to Council 
· Directives 94/55/EC and/or 96/49/EC. (For the purposes of manufacture and type approval, 
. ·cylinders· covered  under  Direetives  84/525/EEC,  84/526/EEC  ~nd 84/527/EEC  already 
satisfy these requirements.) 
In addition,  new  equipment equipment has  to  be  subjected to  the  conformity  assessment 
procedures set out in Annex V, part I, approved by a recognised inspection body,  in order· 
to bear the mark set out in Annex VII.  ·  ·  ·  · 
Existing  equipment meeting ·the  provisions  set  out in the ·Annexes  to  Council  Directives 
94/55/EC and _96/49/EC  with regard  to  periodic  inspection may  bear the mark set out in 
Annex VII if the· testing and inspection is  carried out by a recognised inspection body ·and 
the tests. are carried· out in accordance with Part II of Annex V. 
It  covers  existing  equipment,  including  receptacles  and .tanks  of Class  2,  used  for  the 
transport  of gases  of Class  2  as  well  as  ·stabilized  hydrogen  cyanide  of Class  6.1  and 
.  hydrogen  fluoride,  anhydrous  and  hydrofluoric  acid  solution  of Class  8  transported  in 
receptacles o( Class 2. 
Under  Council  Directives  94/55/EC  and  96/49/EC  already· today  most  "packagings", 
including tanks, containing dangerous goods bear a "UN" mark.  But this is not the case for 
packagings  for  gases  (Class  2),  e.g.  cylinders,  · tubes,  w~ich · have.  no  widely 
recognised/uniform· mark. 
A new  mark is  being· proposed here for  all  new  transportable  pressure  equipment for  the 
purposes of placing on the market as  well as  for all existing equipment for the purposes of 
periodic inspection.  · 
Currently all gas cylind_ers complying with Council Directives 84/525/EEC, 84/526/EEC and 
· 84/527/EEC are engraved with an e mark.  However, a different mark is being proposed for 
such equipment here,  because this Directive includes the aspect. Qf conformity assessment, 
together with the recognition of approvals issued by recognised inspection bodies for initial 
and periodic inspections.  So, the. new mark will provide proof of periodic inspection by an 
approved inspection body for all transportable pressure equipment covered by this proposal. · 
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~~ New transportable pressure equipment complying with  ili~ provisions of Council Directives · 
94/55/EC and 96/49/EC and stamped with the authorized mark prescdbed by· this Directive 
would have  free  circulation. including  placing on the  market,  transport and use  in all 15 
Member States.  ·  · 
·  M~reover; existing  transportabie ·pressure  equip~ent complying  ..  with ·the .provisions  of 
Council Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC and stamped with the authorized mark prescribed 
by  this Directive  aft~r periodic  inspection would be  able  to  be  refilled  and subsequently 
transported  ifl. all 15  Member States.  ·  ·  · 
Existing transportable pressure equipment manufacttire4 ·according to· national requirements 
· which do not satisfy the provisions of Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC is  exCluded from.· 
the  ~cope of this proposal.  .  r 
D. . Contents of the proposal 
. Article 1 outlines the  pui:-pos~ of this proposal and-determines its scope. 
Article 2defines the inain terins used in the,proposal, including the three types of  inspecti~n 
body taken from EN 45004 . 
.  ·,Article 3. i~troduces the requirement for conformity assessment procedures for the equipment. 
and requires  Member  States·  to  permit free movement  of. new  equipment  approv~d and  . 
inspected 'in other Member  State~ where this  eqQ.ipment  satisfies  the  requirements  of this 
Directive.  ·  ·  ·  · 
Article· 4 introduces  <;1  requirement for periodic inspection in accordance with the procedures . · 
· set. out in part ·n of Anm!x V.  It also  requires Member States to  permit free movement of . 
existing equipment approved and inspected  in·  other Member. States where this  equipment 
satisfies the requirements .of this.Directive'and bears the mark of Arinex VII.  .  . 
Article 5  establishes .the  responsibilities  of Member States. in designating  notified .bodies· 
{Type A inspection·  bodies) and withdrawing approval where the criteria of Annexes .I  and 
II' are no  longer met\  ·  .  ·  · 
Article 6 sets out the  requirement~ to be inet.by Type B  inspectio~·bodies. 
Article .  7 sets· out the. requirementS  to be met· by  Type C inspection bodies . 
.  ~. / 
Article 8 introduces a. requirement for marking· equipment conforming to the requirements· 
of  the Directive. ·  · · 
Article 9 has b.een designed as ·a safeguard clalJ.Se to cover the case where equipment is found 
by a:Member State to  b~ liable to cause damage to. health or endanger safety. Such cases will 
be hgndled through the Committee procedure set out in Article 12. 
8 
'. Article 10 covers the case where marking according, to Article 8 has been unduly affixed: 
.  Article 11 provides for adaptation of the ~nnexes,  to the Directive by the Commission. The 
procedure laid down in Article 12 will apply.  · 
Article 12 describes  the  procedure, to _be  followed  in the  Committee to  be used by  thi~ 
· Directive. 
Article 13 establishes 'the measures with which each ~ember State has to comply in order 
to enforce the Directive. 
Articles 14  and 15 : No comment. 
Annex.! :Minimum criteria to be met when designating inspection bodies. 
Annex II:Supplementary criteria  to  be  met  when designating  notified  bodies  (inspection, 
bodies of Type A). 
Annex III: Supplementary _criteria to be met wlien designating inspection bodies of Type B. 
_Annex. IV :Supplementary criteria to be met when designating inspection bodies of Type C. 
Annex V:  Conformity assessment procedures and Procedures for periodic inspection 
Annex VI  :  Modules to be followed for conformity assessment 
Annex VII :  Mark of conformity 
/ 
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Proposal for a Council Directive  .  .  : 
on transportable pressure equipment 
THE COUNCIL OF. TH~  EUROPEAN UNION, 
lfaving regard to  the Treaty establishing the Europea~ Community, and in particular Article 
75,1..(c)  thereof; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Corrunission
1
,. 
·.Acting in accordance with the  procedure  refe~ed to in Article  189c of the Treaty  and  in 
cooperation with the European Parliament2, 
.  '  " 
'. 
Having regard to  the opinion.  of the Econom.ic artd SoCial· Committee3, 
Whereas  within ·the framework' of the  common transport policy further  measures  must be 
. adopted to ensure transport safety; 
OJ c ... 
2  OJ c .... 
3  OJ C .. 
10 
,-<-__ Whereas each Mem~er  State currently requires all transportable equipment to be used on its . 
-- territory. to  undergo  certification . and  inspection,  including  periodic  inspections,  by  its · 
appointed bodies;  whereas this practice, requiring multiple approvals if equipment  ~s to be 
used in more than one State in the course of a· transport operation constitutes an o~sta~le to 
~  .  .  .. 
the provision of transport services within the Community;  whereas action by the Community· 
-for  a  harmonisation  of approval  procedures  is  justified  in order to  facilitate  the  use  of 
tranSportable  pres~ure equipment on the territory of another Member State in; the context of 
.  .  . 
a trari.$port  operatiqri; 
Whereas measures should be adopted for the progressive establishment of a Single Market 
in. transport and  il). particular' for free movement of transportable pressure equipment;. 
Whereas  action  at  Community  level  is  the  only  possible  Way  of  ·achieving  such 
harmonisation, since.Member States acting independently or through international agreements 
cannot establish  the  same  degr:ee  of harmonisation  in the  approvals for such equipment;· 
whereas,  currently,  recognition  of approvals  given  m  different  Member  States  is  not 
satisfactory because-of the element of discretion;. 
Whereas  a Council Directive· is  the appropriate  legal  instrument  to  enhance safety  i~ this 
.  -
·equipment  as- it  provides  a ·framework  for·  uniform  and  compulsory  application  of the 
approval  procedures  by"  Member  States;  whereas,  in  order  to  eliminate  discretionary 
elements, it is necessary to establish clearly in Annexes V and vi which approval procedures 
·- for initial and periodic inspection of the transportable pressure equipment should be followed-
by  ~ember States; 
11. 
I 
j f 
I 
• 
.  '  ~  .  '  - . 
Whereas Council Directives 94/55/EC
4 and 96/49/EC
5 have (!Xtended the application of the 
provisions :of the ADR and RID tp cover national traffic  in  o~der to  harmo~is~ ~cross the 
Community the conditions under wlJ_ic~ dangerous gooas are transported by. r~ad and by rail;  .  - -
·whereas the provisions relating to transport equipment are laid down in order to facilitate the 
provision ~ftransport services and that such Dire~ti~es apply to the transport of dangerous 
·I' 
goods;· 
- - -
Whereas Council Directives 84/525/EEC
6
,  84/526/EE.C
7 and  84~527iEEC
8 -on gas cylinders 
do not provide for the aspect of periodic inspection; whereas therefore this .Directive imposes- ---
·such a requirement also to the equipment covered by those Directives; 
- .  .  . 
Whereas in-view of the  nature  of the risks  involved in·the use  oftr~nsportable_ pressure 
equipment Directives 94/55/ECand 96/49/EC  establish  a  requirement for· certain  such 
equipment to· follow procedures for the assessment .of cunforn-{ity;  whereas this requirement 
·.should be  ~xtended'  to cover all new tran-sportable ·pressure equipment used for the transport 
of dangerous goods and falling within the  scope of Directives 94i55/EC and. 96/49/EC;  .  .  .  .  . 
Whereas  recognition  of certification  of inspection  bodies  designated  by  -the  Competent 
Authority  of. a ,Member. State  as  well  as 'of the  conformity  assessment  procedures- is  the 
. principal  means  of- removing ·these  obstacles· to  freedoin ·to  provide  transport  serv!~es; 
wh~r~as this 'objective  ca~ot  .be  achieved satisfact9rily ·at ·another  level by the  individual 
· Member States; 
4  Council Directive 94/55/EC on the approximation of the'l_aws of the  M~mber  States with regard to  the transport of dangerous 
· 'go'ods by road of 21  November 1994, OJ  L 31917,  12.12.94 
·s  CounCil Directive 96/49/EC on the approximation ofthe laws of the Member States with regard to  the  transport of  da~gerous. 
goods by rail of 23 July 1996, OJ  L 235/25,  i7.9.1996  .  .  ·  . 
6  OJ L 300/1, -19.11.1984 
7  OJ L :300/20,  19.11.1984 
8  OJ L 300/48, 19.11:1984 
._ .... 
12 whereas it is necessary to lay down common rules to establish recognition of designated . 
·inspection bodies which ensure compliance with the provisions of Directive 94/55/EC and 
· 96/49/EC; whereas these common rules will have the effec(of elimmating 'unnecessary costs 
and administrative procedures related to the approval of the equipment and of eliminating 
technical barriers to trade; 
Whereas  Member  States  have  to  designate  inspection  bodies  entitled  to  perform  the 
conformity assessment procedures· and periodic inspec_tions and !}ley also have to ensure that 
such bodies are independent;· efficient  ·and professionally capable to carry out their appointed 
tasks; 
Whereas  compliance  with the  technical  provisions  of the  Annexes  to  Council  Directives 
94/55/EC  and  96/49/EC  for. new  equipment  shall  be  proven by  conformity  assessment 
proc~dures set out in Annex V, part I;  whereas periodic inspections of existing equipment 
shall be carried out according to the procedures set out in Annex V, part II; 
Whereas equipment referred to in this Directive should bear a mark to indicate its compliance 
_with the requirements of Directh'es 94/55/EC or 96/49/EC and this Directive and be placed 
on _the  market,  filled,  transported,  used,  refilled  and  transported  in  accordance  with  its  · 
intended purpose; 
Whereas  Member States shall allow transportable pressure equipment bearing the mark in  - .  . 
Annex VII to move freely on their territory,. to be placed on the market,  to be used in the 
course of  a transport operation or to be used in accor~ance with its intended purpose,· without 
further evalu.ation or technical requirements; 
'  /  . 
\Vhereas it is appropriate that the Commission takes measures to limit or prohibit the placing 
on the market and use of equipment in cases where it presents a particular risk to safety' in 
accordance with the procedure established in Article 12,2; 
13 Whereas a simplified pr<?cedure involving a co~ultative committee must be followed for the 
J  ' 
purposes of administering the, safeguard procedure of Article 9 as well as for ain~ndment of 
the Annexes to this Directive; 
HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE : 
14 Article 1 
1.  · The purpose .  of this  Directive shall  be to  enhance safety. :With  regard to  transportable 
pressure equipment approved for the inland. transport of dangerous goods and to ensure 
the free movement, including the asp~cts of placing on ~e  market,  .. repeated putting into 
service and use of such equipment  within the Commurtity. 
2..  This Directive shall apply: 
(a)  to  new  transportable  pressure  equipment  as  defined  in  Article  2,  with  the 
exception  of' gas  cylinders  bearing  an  €  mark  in  accordance  with· CounCil 
Directives 84/525/EEC,. 84/526/EEC and 84/527  /EEC, 
.(b)  only for the purposes of periodic inspections to: 
new transportable pressure equipment as  defined in Article 2 bearing a mark in 
accordance with Annex VII ofthis· Direct~ve; 
.  .  .  .  . 
. new  and existing gas  cylinder~ bearing  an  E  mark in accordance  with Council 
Directives '84/525/EEC, 84/526/EEC and 84/527/EEC;  and 
.  . 
existing transportable pressure equipment as defined in Article 2 ~nd meeting the 
requirements of Council·Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC in force at 1 January 
1999. 
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3.  Transportable pressure equipment pla~ed_,on th~ market ~efore 1  ~anuary ·1999  which 
does not meet the requirementS of Council Directives-94/55/EC and 96/49/EC does not 
.  .  . 
·  fall within the scope of this Directive. 
,•  .... _ 
Article 2- · 
.  '· 
.For the purposes of this Directive: · 
'transportal;>le  pressure equipment'  shall  me~  refillable equipment,  including  valves  and · 
.  ~ther aecessoriesof Class: 2 of the Annexes to Coun~il Directives 94/55/EC .~d 96/49/EC, · 
approved for  the transport of gases of Ciass  2, as  well  as  for the  transport· of staqilized . · 
hydrogen -cyanide  of Class  6.1  ~nd hydrogen  flu~ride, anhydrous· and .  hydrofluoric .  acid 
'  - .  .-
..  '  . 
. solution of Class 8; it shall include receptacles, demountable tanks, _tail.k containers· (portable 
... tanks); and tanks of tank w~gons, tanks or: receptacles of battery. vehicles and ~nks o( tank 
v~hicles as .defined in marginals 2211  a~d 10 014; 211 and Appendices X and XI, parag~aph 
. 1.1.3 respectively of the Annexes to th9se Directives;  .. 
. 'rrtark'  shall mean the symbol referred to 'in' Article 8; 
.  .  \ 
'conformity ass~ssment procedures' shail mean  those procedures ·set out in .Annex V, part I; 
'notified .  body or Type  A ·inspection body'  shall ·mean a body designaied by the national. 
Co~petent  A1:1thority  ~f  a Member S~te in conformity with Article 5 a~d  meeting the criteria . 
ofAnnexes I and II; 
'Type B inspection body' shall mean a body designated by the national Compete11t Authority. 
of a Member. State in conformity with Article. 6 and meeting_ the criteria of A~exes  I and 
III; 
16 'Type C inspection body' shall mean a body designated by the national Competent Authority 
of a Me~ber  State in conformity 'with Article 7 and m~ting the criteria of Annexes I and 
IV; 
Article 3 
1.  New transportable pressure equipment, with the exception of gas cylinders bearing an e 
. '  .  . 
mark in accordanCe with Counci1Directives.84/525/EEC, 84/526/EEC and 84/527/EEC, 
placed  on- the  market or put into  service  on' or after  1 January  1999  shall meet lhe 
· provisions  applicable  to  equipment of Class  2  of the  Annexes  to  Council  Directive 
94/55/EC and 96/49/EC.  Compliance. of such  transpo~ble pressure equipment with 
these provisions shall be proven exclusiyely in accordance with the conformity assessment 
procedures set out in Annex V, part I· and specified in Annex VI. 
2.  Member States shall not prohibit, restrict or impede the placing on the market or putting 
into service on their territory of transportable pressure equipment referred to in Article 
1  ,2(a)  which complies  with this. Directive and  bears  the marking  in accordance  with . 
Article 8, 1. · 
Article 4 
l;  :!?or  transportabl~ pressure  equipment mentioned in Article  1,2(b)  compli~nce· of such 
equipment  with·  the  provisions  of the  Annexes  to  _Council  Directives  94/55/EC  and 
96/49/EC shall  be proven exclusively  in accordance  with the  procedures ·for periodic 
inspection· inArinex V, part II. 
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2.  Member States shall not prohibit, restrict or impede the use (including filling, e_mptying 
and refliling) on. their territory of transportable pressure equipment referred to in Article 
l,2(b) which complies 'with this  Directive and bears the maddng  i~accordance with 
.  - ~  .  .  .  .  . 
Article 8,2 indicating that it has undergone periodic inspection; 
,,.; 
· Article 5  .  •· 
l.  Member St~tes shall infonn the Commissi~n  ·and the other Member States of the notified 
bodies. (Type A inspection bodies) whiCh they have appointed to carry out the conformity 
"- - '•  . ·- -.  '  .  ·.' 
. assessment  procedures. according  to _Annex  V, .part  I,  and/or· to  perform the  task of. 
periodic inSpections according to Annex'v, part II, modules i or 2, including the specific 
- '- .  . 
tasks . which  those  bodies  carry  out. on behalf  of the  competent  authority  and  the 
· identification m.imbers  assigned to  them beforehand by the Commission. 
_The Corrunission-shall publish in the Official Journal .of the European Communities a list  ,  · 
of the ·designated ·notified bodies  (Type  A inspection bodies),  with their identification 
numbersand the  tasks  for  which theyhave been designated,  The  Coniini[sion shall 
ensure that this list is 'kept up to  ~ate. 
· 2:  Member s'tates shall apply_ the criteria set out in Annexes I and II for the designation of 
notified bodies (Type A inspection bodies).  Each inspection body  sh~ll submit to  the. 
Member  State· which. intends  to designate  it  complete  information  concerning,_ and  . 
. .  .  .  .  . 
evidence of, compliance with the criteria in Annexes I and· II . 
. 3.  A Member State which has de~ignated a notified body (inspection body of Type A) shall 
withdraw -such designation if it finds that the body no longer me.ets the. criteria referred . 
to in 2.  It shall iinmediately inform the Commis~ion  _and the other Memb~r  States of any 
such withdrawal  of~ designation.· 
18 1.  Member States shall likewise inform the Commission and the other Member States of  the 
Type B inspection b~dies which they have appointed, in accordance with the ·criteria of 
paragraph 2, to cariy out periodic inspections of  transportable pressure equipment defined  .  . 
in Article 2, to ensure· continued compliance with the relevant provisions of Council 
Directives  94/55/EC  and 96/49/ECin· accordance  with· the  procedures  laid down in 
Annex·v, part n  ..  modules 1 of2, including the specific tasks which these bodies carry 
out on behalf of the competent authority and the identificati_on numbers assigned to them 
beforehand by the Commission. 
The Commission shall publish in the Official Journal of  the European Communities a list 
'  . 
of the designated Type B inspection _bodies,  with their identi_fication .numbers and the 
·tasks for which they have. been designated.  The Commission shall ensure that this list 
.  . 
is  kept up to date  .. 
·2.  Member States shall apply the criteria set out in Annexes I and III for the designation of 
Type B.inspection bodies.  Each_ inspection body shall submit to the Member State which 
•  ~  ~  r 
· -intends. to  desi¥nate.  ~t complete information concerning,  and evidence of,  compliance 
with the criteria in Annexes I and III. 
3.  .  A Member State which has designated an inspection body of Type B shall withdraw such 
I  . 
· a designation if it find~ that the body no longer meets the criteria referred to in paragraph  · 
2 above.  It shall immediately. infomi the Commission and the other Member States of 
any such withdrawal of a  dc;:signation~. 
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Article 7 
1.  Member States s}lalllikewise inform the Commission and the other· Member States of the · 
.  '  . 
, Type C inspection bodies which they have appointed, in accordance with the ·criteria. of 
;aragraph 2, to carry out periodic inspections transportable  pressu~e eq~ipment  defined  . 
.  .  - .  .  - .  -
... in Article  2, to ensure  continued. cpmplhmce  with the. reievant~·:provisio:ns of Council 
.Directives .  94/SS/EC  and .96/49/EC  in' accorda~ce- with  the  procedures laid .down  in \ 
'  .  . 
Annex V, part II, Jll.Odules  1 or 2, includmg the .specific tasks which these bodies carry · 
.  out on behaif ~f  the competent ·authority_ and. the ide~ti.flcatiori numbers assigned _!o them 
befor~hand by the Commission. 
The Commission shaJl publish'in the Official Journal ofthe European Communities a list 
of the· designated Type C inspection bodies,  with their' identification numbers  and the 
'  .  .  .  ' 
tasks for which  they have been designated.  The Commission shall ensure that this list 
·is· kept up to  d.ate . 
. 2.  Member S~ates shall apply the criteria  s~t mit in Annexes I and IV for the designation of . 
· Type C inspection bodies.  Each inspection body shall ~ubmit to the Member State which 
. intends to  designate  it corp.plete  information concerning,  and ev.idence  of,  c~nhpliance 
with the criteria in Annexes I and IV. · 
3.  A Member State-which has designated· ari inspection body of Type C shall·  withdraw such 
.  ·- -::  .,  -
· a design~tion if  it finds that the body no longer m~ets  the criteria referred to in paragraph· 
· 2 abo:ve. _ It shall hnmediately inform the Commission and  th~ other .Member States of 
any ·such withdrawal of a designation.  · 
'  ' 
..  -
j  . 
'20_  ' Article 8 
1.  Equipment satisfying the provisiolis of Article 3'  1 shall have a mark affixed to it by the 
manufacturer or his  authorized representative  established  within the  Coiilillunity.  The 
.  . 
form of  the mark .  .to be used is  set out in Annex VII.  This inark shall .be  immovably. 
affixed and shall be accompanied by the identification number of the·notified body (Type 
A inspection body)  whi~h has  performed the conformity assessment proeedure on the 
equipment,  ~$_ ·~ppropriat~,  as  well  as  by  the  further  req~irements for  marking  the· 
equipment as  set out in Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC . 
.  2.  For the purposes of periodic inspectioris,  all transportable ·pressure equipment referred 
to  in Article 4 shall have the mark set out in Annex VII  immovably affixed to it by a 
designated  Type  A  (notified  body),  B  or  C  inspection body.  The  mark  shall  be · 
accompanied by the identification number of the body which has performed the periodic 
inspection  of the  equipm~nt, followed  by  a  letter ·  U  of the  same  dimensions  as  the 
number,  to  indicate  in-use  or in-service,  as  well  as  by  the  further  requirements  for 
marking the equipment as set out in Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC. 
3.  For both conformity assessment and periodic inspections, the identification number of the 
'  '  '  '  . 
· inspection body shall be  immovably affiXed under its responsibility  either by the body 
Itself or  by  the  manufacturer  or his ·  authorized ·representative  established  within  the 
Community. 
4.  The affixing of markings on transportable pr~ssure  ·equipment which are likely to mislead 
~ird parties with regard to the meaning or the graphics of t)le mark referred  to  in this 
Directive shall be prohibited.  Any other marking may be affiXed to pressure. equipment 
provided that the  visibility  and  legibility· of the  marking  in· Annex VII  is· not· thereby 
reduced.  , 
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Article 9 
Where a-Member State estabiishes that equipment, when correctly/ maintained and used for  ' 
. its  intended. purpose,  is  liable to endanger the health and/or safety  of persons, and,  ~here 
appropriate,  dom~stic animals or Qroperty,  during transport ·and/or use,  notwi~tanding the 
. f~ct ·  that it. bears  a  mark,  it  s~all immediately  inform  the.·. Commission .and  appropriate . 
meaSU:res  sh~ll be taken in accordance with the procedure lai4 down in Articl~ 12,2  .. 
ArtiCle  10 
Without prejudice to Article 9, where a Meil1ber State establishes that the m~rking as defined 
iii Article  8 has  been unduly  affixedi  th<?  manufacturer,  or his  authodz;ed · represen4ttive . 
established  within the ·  C()mmunity;  shall  be  obliged to make  the  equipment  confo~ as 
-regards  _the  provisionS  concerriing  the  marking  ·and  to  end  the  infringement  u~der  ·the 
conditions imposed by the Member State. 
· . Should  non~conf~rmity persist;  the appropriate measures to restrict or p~~hibit the placing 
.  .  .  .  - L- -
on the market, transport or use. of the ~q~ipment-in  question or to ensure tliat.it is withdrawi;l· 
~  .  .  . 
• fr~m the  mar~et or fr~m circulation .  sh~ll be fu!cen  in accordance with the  procedur~s laid 
down in Article 12;2. 
Article  11 
The Annexes to this Directive may be amendedi!l accordance with the procedure,laid dOWJ.?. 
in Article 12,2. 
22. Article 12 
1.  The Commission shall be assisted by the CoiiUI1ittee on the transport of dangerous goods 
set up by Article 9 of Directive 94/55/EC9,  hereinafter referred to as 'the·Committee'. 
2.  The  representative  of the  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  committee  a  draft of the 
measUres to be taken.  The committee shllll deliver its opinion on the draft within a time 
limit which .  the  chairman may  lay down ·according  to  the ·urgency  of the  matter,  if 
necessary by taking .  a vote.  ' . 
' 
The opinion ·shall be recorded in the minutes; in .addition, each Member State shall have 
the right to ask to have its position recorded in the minutes." 
The  Commission  shall  take  the  utmost  account  .of  the  opinion  delevered  by  the 
coinmittee.  It shall inform the committee of the manner in which its opinion has been 
taken into account. 
. Article  13 
1.  The  Member  States  shall adopt  and  publish  the  laws, regulations  and  administrative 
provisions necessary for them to comply with this ·Directive before 30 June 1998.  They 
shall forthwith inform the Commission thereof. 
When the  Member  States  adopt  those  measures  they  shall  inClude  references  to  this 
Directive or shall accompany  them  with such  referen~e·s ·on their official publication. 
The Memb~r  States shall lay down the manner in which such references shall be made. 
Member States shall apply these provisions  from  1 January  1999. 
9  OJ L 319/7, 12.12.1994· 
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2.  The Member-States shall conununicate to the Commission the texts of the provisio,ns of 
'. 
· 3.  Member  States  shall  lay  dowri · the · system  of penalties for· breaching  the  national 
provisions ·adopted pursuant to this Directive and shall take all the measures  n~cessary 
.  .  . •'  '  ~  .  .  '  .  .  ...  . 
. to  ensure  that those  penalties  are  applied.'  The  pen~lties- thus ,provided  fo~ shall be 
effective,  proportiopate. and  dissuasive. .  Member  Stat~s  shall  notify the· relevant 
provisions  to  the  Commission  not later . than  30  June . 1998  and  shall_  notify  any 
subsequent <;hanges  as  soon as· possible. 
-../ 
.  :...: 
Article 14 
This Directive shall enter into force· on the twentieth· day,of its -{mblic'!tion in the Official 
'· 
. Journal of the European Commuriities. 
· Article 15 · 
.  . 
This Directive is .addressed to the Member  S~ates  .. 
24 ANNEX I 
MINIMUM CRITERIA TO BE MET BY DESIGNATED INSPECTION BODIES OF 
TYPES A (NOTIFIED BODIES), B OR C REFERRED TO IN ARTICLES 5, 6 &- 7 
1.  A notified body/inspection body that is part of an organization involved in functions other 
than inspection shall be identifiable within that organization  . 
. 2.  The inspection body and its staff shall not engage in any activities that may conflict with 
their independence of judgement and integrity  in relation to  their-inspection activities. 
In particular the personnel of the inspection body shall be free  from any commercial, 
financial  and  other- pressures  which  might  ~ffect their judgement,  particularly from 
persons or organizations external to the inspection body with an interest in the results of 
inspections carried out.  ·The· impartiality of the inspection personnel of the body must 
be guaranteed, ·  · 
3.  The inspection body shall have at its  disposal the necessary  personnel and possess  the 
. necessary facilities to enable it to perform properly the technical and administrative tasks. 
connected with the inspection and verification operations.  It  must also have access to the 
equipment required ·to perform special verifications. 
4.  The ·staff responsible for inspection shall have appropriate qualifications, sound technical 
and  vocational  training  an9  a  satisfactory  knowledge  of  the  requirements  of  the 
inspections to  be carried out and adequate ex:perience  of such operations.  In order to 
guarantee a high level of safety the  inspection body  must be  in a position to  provide 
expertise in the field of  s~fety of transportable pressure eq}lipment.  The staff shall have 
the ability to make professional judgements as to conformity with general requirements 
using examination results and to report thereon. They shall also have the ability required 
to draw up the certificates, records and reports to demonstrate that the inspections have 
been carried out  . 
.  5.  They shall also have relevant knowledge of the t_echnology used for the manufacturing 
of  ~he transportable pressure equipment, including accessories, '_Vhich they inspect, of the 
way .  in which the equipment submitted to their inspections  is  used or is  intended to  be 
used, and of the defects which may occur during use or in service. 
6.  The inspection body and its personnel shall carry out the assessments and verifications 
with the highest degree of  professional integrity and ter  .mical competence. The inspection 
body shall ensure confidentiality of information obta1.1ed  in the course of its inspection 
activities.  Proprietary rights shall be protected. 
7.  The remuneration of persons engaged in inspection activities shall not directly depend on 
the number of inspections carried out and in no case on the results of such inspections. 
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8. ·The inspection body shall have adequate liability-irisur~nce unless its liability is assumed 
by the State in accordance with national'laws or by  t~e organization of which.it forms 
. a part. 
' 9.  The inspection body shall itself nom•ally perform the inspections which it contracts to 
undertake.  when an inspection body sub-contracts  any part of the inspection,  it shall 
ensure and be able to  demonstrate that its  sub-contractor is  competent to perform the · 
service in question and shall take full responsibility  for that sub-contracting. 
•  J  •  . 
'· 
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~ ANNEX II 
CRITERIA SUPPLEMENTARY TO ANNEX I TO BE MET. BY NOTIFIED 
BODIES (DESIGNATED INSPECTION BODIES OF TYPE A)  REFERRED TO IN 
ARTICLE 5 
1.  A notified body (Type A inspection body) shall be independent of the parties involved 
and shall therefore provide  "third pa~" inspection services. 
'· 
The  notified  body/inspection  body,  and  its  staff  responsible  for  carrymg  out  the 
)  .  inspection shall not be the designer,  manufacturer,  supplier, purchaser,  owner, user or 
maintainer of the  transportable. pressure  equipment, ·including accessories,  which_  that 
body inspects,  nor the authorised representative of ~Y  of these parties.  They must not 
be  directly  involved . in  the  design,  construction,  marketing  or .-maintenance  of the 
. transportable pressure equipment, including accessories, nor represent the parties engag~d 
in these  activities.  This  does  not  preclude  the  possibility  of excha,:1ges  of technical 
. information. between·. the  manufacturer  of transportable  pressure. equipment  and· the 
inspection body. 
2.  All interested parties shall have acces-s to the services of the ·inspection body.  There shall 
not  be  undue  financial  or  other  conditionS.  The  procedures  u-nder  which  the  body 
·operates shall be administered in a non-discriminatory manner. 
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ANNEX· III 
.. cRITERIA SUPPLEMENT  AR.Y TO. ANNEx 1. TO BE MET BY DESIGNATED 
·  INSPECTION BODIES-oF TyPE n  REFERRED to IN ARTICLE 6 · 
-1 . .  The body shall form a separate and idtmtifiable--part of an organisation involved in the 
design,  manufactur~. supply' U.se  or maintenance of  t1J.e  items it inspec_t.g  and shall have 
·. been ·established to supply 'inspection ser\iices to it~ parent organisation. 
2.  The  inSpection  body  shall not become directly involved  in the .design,  manufacture~ 
· supply,. ~se of tlie transportable pressure equipment, including accessories inspected,: or 
similar competitive items. .  ·  ·  .  ·  · 
3.  There- shall be a ciea~ separation. of  the responsibilities of the inspection personriel from· 
· · ·  ..  those of the persoruiel employed in the other functions,  which shall be established by · · · 
otgani~ational identification and the reporting methods of the inspection body within the. 
"'  .  '  '· 
parent orgamsation.· 
'  '  ' 
.  ..  .  .  .  .  ·.  ·.  ·r  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .? 
· 4: · Inspection services shall only be supplied to.the organisation of  which the inspection body · . 
·.  forms a part a~d the clients to whom they supply gas.  ·  · 
..  "'·  . 
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ANNEX IV 
CRITERIA SUPPLEMENTARY TO ANNEX I TO BE MET. BY DESIGNATED 
INSPECTION BOD~S  OF TYPE C REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 7 
· ,  There shall b~  a clear  ,separation of  the responsibilities .of the inspection personnel from those 
of  the personnel employed in the other functions, which shall be established by organisational 
identification and the reporting methods of  the inspection body within the parent organisation. 
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1 '- ANNEXV 
Moduie A (internal production control) 
1.  This  module  describes  the  procedure  whereby  the  manufacturer .  or  his  authorized 
representative  established  within the  Community who  carries out the obligations  laid 
dow~,  in section 2 ensures and declares that transportabJe pressure equipment satisfies the 
·.requirements· of the Directive which apply to  it·.  The manufacturer,  or his  authorized 
representa~ive established · within  the  Community,  must  affix  the  II marking  to  an-
.  transportable pressure equipment and d~aw up a written declaration of conformity: 
. 2.  The. manufacturer m:ust draw up the technical documentation described in section 3 and 
either the manufacturer or his authorized representative established within the Community 
must keep it at the disposal of the relevant national authorities for inspection purposes 
for a period of ten years after the last-of  the transportable pressure equipment has been 
· manufactUred.  ·  ·  ·  · 
Where. neither the manufacturer nor his authorized rep-resentative is established within the 
Community,  the _obligation  to  keep  the· technical  documentation  available  is  the 
· responsibility  of the  person who  places  the  transporta,ble  pressure  equipment on the 
. C?mmunit)i market. · .  . 
3.  The technical documentation must enable an assessment to be made of. the conformity of 
the transportable pressure equipment with the requirements of the Directive which apply 
-. to it. · It must, as  far as  is  rel~vant for such assessment,  cover the design, manufacture 
and~-operatio~ of the transportable pressure· equipment and contain: · 
--:  ·a general description of the transportable pressure equipment; 
- ·.  conceptual ·design  and  manufacturing  drawings. and  diagrams· of ·components,. 
sub-assemblies,  circuits, etc.; · 
descriptions and explanations necessary for an tirtderstanciing of the said drawings and 
diagrams and the operatio·n. of the  t~arisportable pressure equipment; . 
-a description of the  so~utions adopted to meet  the requirements--'of the  Directive; 
.  .  .  . 
. ·results of ihe design calculations; e'xaminations carried out, etC.; 
- test reports. 
30 4..  The manufacturer,  or his authorized representatiye .  established within the Community, 
.. must keep a copy of the declaration of conformity with the technical documentation. 
5.  The  manufacturer must  take  all  measures  necessary  to  ensure  that the  manufacturing 
process requires the manufactured transportable pressure equipment .to comply with the 
technical  documentation "referred  to  in section 2  and  with  the  requirements  of-the 
Directive which apply to it. 
1. 
Module Al (internal manufacturing checks with monitoring of the final assessment) 
In addition to the  requ~ments of  module. A,  the following applies. 
Filial  assessment  must be  performed  by  the  manufacturer  and  monitored by  means  of . · 
unexpected visits by a notified. body (type A inspection body)  cho~en by the manufacturer. 
During such visits,  the notified body must: 
.. ensure that the manufacturer actually performs final assessment; 
take  samples  of transportable  pressure  equipment  at ·the  manufacturing  or  storage 
premises in order to conduct checks.  The notified body assesses  the number of items of 
equipment to sample and whether it is necessary  to perform,  or have perfomied,  all· or . 
part of the fmal assessment of the transportable pressure equipment samples. 
Should  one  or more  of the  items  of transportable. pressure  equipment  not ·conforin,  the 
notified body must take appropriate measures. 
On  the  responsibility  of the  notified  body,  ·the  manufacturer  must. affix  the  former's . 
identification. number on ea~h item of transportable pressure equipment. 
Module B (EC. type-examination) 
1. · Thi&  _module  describes ·the  part  of the  procedure  by  which  a ·notified  body  (type  A· 
inspection body) ascertains  and attests  that- a representative  example of the production 
envisaged meets the provisions of  the  Directive which apply to  i_t. 
2.  ·The application for EC type-examination must be lodged ·by  th~ manufacturer or by his  ·· 
authorized representative established. within the  Co~unity  with a single notified body 
of his choice. 
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.  . 
The application must include: 
~.  .  "  . 
.  the name an,d  address  of the manufacturer and,  if the application is  lodged by the 
. authorized representative,  his name arid address as well; 
-.  a  written declaration that the same  applicatio~ has not beelllodge~.,wi~  ~ny  _other 
notified body;·. ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
- the technical documentation described in section 3 . 
.  The applicant 'must place at the dispos~l of the notified body a representative example of 
·the production envisaged,  hereinafter- called_ "type". · The  notified t;>ody  may request 
. further examples should the test programme so  require  ..  ·  · 
A type may cover several versions of transportable pressure equipment  provided that the 
differences· between the\!ersions_ do riot affect the_level of safety. · 
- ' 
. 3.  The technical.documentation must.' enable ail as·sessment to be· made of the conformity of 
the transportable pressure equipment·with the requirements ·of the Directive which apply 
to it.  It must, .  as far as is relevant for such-assessment,  cover the. design,  manufactUre 
and operation of the transportable pressure equipment and contain: . 
a general description of the type; ... 
conceptual design  and  manufacturing  drawings  and  diagrams  of  components, 
sub-assemblies,  circuits, etc.; 
descriptions and explanations necessary for an understanding of  the said drawings and 
diagrams and the. operation of the  tra~portable pressure equipment;-
a  description  of the. solutions  adopted  to  meet the  essential  requirements  of the 
Directive_; 
- results of design calcul~tions made, examinations  ~arried out, etc.; . 
test reports;· : 
(  . 
information concerning ihe tests provided for· 1n  ina~ufacture; 
information concerning _the. qualifications or approvals. 
·  4.  The notified bogy must: 
4 .1. ·  examine the technical documentation, verify that the type bas been manufactured in 
confonility  with  it_' and  identify  the .  components  designed  in accon;lance  with  the 
relevant provisions of the  Dire~tive.  ·.  · · 
.32 In particular, the notified body must examine the technical aocumentation with respect 
to the design. and the manufacturing procedures; 
4.2.  . perform  or have  performed  the  appropriate  examinations  and  necessary  tests  to 
establish whether the solutions adopted by the manufacturer meet the requirements of 
the Directive; 
4.3.  perform  or  have  performed  the  appropriate  examinations  and  necessary  tests  to 
establish· whether the relevant provisions of the Directive have been applied; 
4.4.  agree with the. applicant the location where the examinations and necessary tests are 
to be carried out. 
5.  Where. the type satisfies  the provisions  of the Directive which apply to it,  the notified 
body must issue  an EC  type-examination certificate to  the applicant.  The certificate, 
which should be valid for ten years and be renewable, must contain the name and address 
of the  manufacturer,  the. conclusions  of· the  examiriation and  the  necessary  data  for 
' identification or' the approved type. 
A  list  of the  relevant  parts  of the  technical  documentation  must  be  annexed to the 
certificate and a copy kept by the notified body. 
\ 
If  the  notified  body  refuses  to  issue  an  EC  type-examination  certificate  'to  .  the 
manufacturer or to his  a~thorized representative established within the Community, that 
body must  p~ovide detailed reasons  for such refusal.  Provision must be made for an 
appeals procedure. 
6.  The  applicant  must  inform  the  notified  body  that  holds  the  technical  documentation.  · 
. . concerning  the_ EC  type-examination certificate  of all  modifications  to ·the .  approved 
transportable pressure equipment; these are subject to additional approval where·they may. 
affect conformity with the  requir~ments of the 'Directive or t:tie· prescribed conditi_ons for 
use of the transportable pressure equipment.  This additional approval must be given in 
the form of an addition to the original EC  type-examination certificate. 
7.  Each notified body must communicate ·to  the Member States  the  relevant information 
concerning .EC type-exammation certificates which it pas  withdrawn,  and,  on .request, 
those it has issued. 
Each  notified  body must also  communicate  to  the  other notified  bodies  the  relevant 
information concerning the EC·type-examination certificates it has withdrawn or refused. 
8.  The· other notified bodies  may  receive copies  of the  EC  type-examination certificates 
and/or their additions.  The annexes to the certificates must be held at the disposal-of the 
other notified bodies. 
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9.  The manufacturer,  or his authorized  .. representative estal:Hished  within the Community, 
m~st keep. with. the technical documentation copies of EC. type-:examination certificates 
and their ·additions for a period of ten years after. the last of the transportable pressure 
·equipment has been m~nufactured. 
.  . 
Where neither the manufac~rer  nor his authorized representative is established within the-
Comniunity,  the · obligation  to  keep· the ·technical  documentation  available  is  the · 
respqmibility qf the person who places the product"  on the Community market:  · 
'  '  •.  .  .  '  .  .  '•  . 
Module Bl (EC ·design-examination). 
1  ~  This  modul~ describes  the ·part  of the  procedure  whereby a notified  body ·(type  A 
inspection body) ascertains and attests that the design of an item of  transportable pressure 
equipment meets· the provisions of the Directive which· apply to  it.  ·  · 
.  2.  The manufactUrer,  or his  authorized  representativ~.- established within the Community, 
must lodge ap. ·application for EC design  exam~nation with a Sifl:gle  notified body. 
The application must include: 
- ·.the' name and address  of the  manufacturer and;  if the application is  lodged by the 
· authorized representative,  his name and address  a·s  well;  ·  ·  · 
.. 
- a written deClaration that. the same  application has  not been lodged with any other 
notified body;  ·  .  ·  · 
- . the technical documentation described in section 3. 
The  application may  cover  several  ver~ions of the  transportable  pressure  equipment 
. provided that the differences between the versions ·do not affect the lever·ot safety .. · 
.  .  .  . 
3.  The technical documentation must enable an assessment to be made of the conformity of 
the transportable pressure equipment with the requirements. of the Directive. which apply 
to  it:· It must, as far as  is relevant for, such assessment,  cover the design, manufacture· 
and operation ·Of the transportable pre.ssure  equipment and .contain : 
.  . 
a general description of the transportable pressure equipment; 
- conceptual  design  and  manufacturing  drawings  and  diagrams  of  components, 
sub~'assemblies, circuits,  etc.;.  · 
- descriptions and explanations necessary for an understanding of the said drawings and 
diagrams and the operation of the tranSportable  pr~ssure equipment;·· 
34 - a description of the solutions adopted to meet the requirements of the Directive; 
the necessary  supporting  evidence  for  the  adequacy  of the  design  solution;  this 
supporting evidence must include the results of tests carried out by the appropriate 
laboratory of the manufacturer or on _his  behalf;  ·  · 
results of design calculations made, examinations carried out, etc. 
4.  The notified body must: 
•  .. 
4.1.  -examine the technical documentation and identify the components which have been 
designed in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Directive. 
In particular, the· notified body must: 
assess the materials where these are not in conformity with the relevant provisions 
of the Directive; 
approve the procedures for joining the'pressure equipment parts; 
verify that the pers-onnel undertaking the joining of  pressure equipment parts and 
the non-destructive tests are qualified or approved; 
4.2.  perform the necessary: examinations· to establish whether the solutioris adopted by the 
manufacturer meet the requirements of the Dir_ective; 
. 4.3.  perform the necessary examinations to establish whether the relevant provisions of  the 
Directive have been applied. 
5. · Where the design meets the provisions of  the Directive which apply to· it,  the.  no~itled 
body must_issue an EC design-examination certificate to the applicant.  The certificate 
must contain the name and address of the applicant, the conclusions of the examination, 
conditions for Its validity and the necessary data for identificaticm of the approved design. 
A. list  of the  relevant  parts  of the  technical  documentation must  be  annexed  to· the 
certificate and a copy kept by the notified body. 
-If  the  notified  body  refuses  to  issue ·-:an  EC  ·design-examination  certificate·  to  the 
manufacturer or to his authorized representative established within the Comrriunity, that 
body must provide detailed reasons  for such refusal.  ·Provision must be made for an 
appeals procedure,  ·  · 
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f 6 .. The  applicant  m1:1st  inform  the  notified  body  that holds  the  technical documentation 
· concerning the  EC design-examinatiojt certificate of all modifications to  the approved · 
.  design;  these ·  are  subject· to  additional  approval  where  such  changes  may  affect  the  ·  · 
· confonriity ()fthe transportable pressure equipment with the requirements of  the Directive 
or the prescribed conditions for use ofthe equipment.  This additional approval rriust be 
given iri the form of an addition to the original f:C  design-examination-ce_riificate, -
~  "  '  - '  . 
. 7.  Each notified body must  ~ommunicate to  the Member States the .relevant  inform~tion 
concerning EC design  .. examination ·certificates-which it has withdrawn, and, <;m request, 
those. it has issued.  . _  -
:Each  notified  oody  must also communicate  to .the  other  notified  bodies  _the- relevant 
information  concerning · the  EC design-examination  certificates  it  has  withdrawn  or 
refused. 
8.  The other notified bodies may on request obtain the relevant inform~tiori concerning: 
-~  {  - - .  -
. .  . 
the EC design-examination certificates and additions granted; 
the· EC design-examination certificates and additions withdrawn. 
9.  The manufacturer, ·or his authoriz.ed representative established within the Community, 
must  keep  With · the  technical  documentation  referred  to  in  section 3  copies _  of 
EC design-examination certifiCates and thetr additions for a period of ten years 'after the 
last of the tninsportable pressure equipment has been manufactur~d. 
,  .  .  . 
Where neither the manufacture-r nor his auth9rized representative is established within  the 
·-Community,  the ·obligation  to-keep __ .the  technical  documentation.· available  is  the 
responsibility of the person. who places the product on .the Community market.  · 
-Module Cl. (conformity to type) 
1.  This.  module  describes  that  part  Of  the  proc~dure whereby  the·  manufacturer;  or  his  ·_ 
authorized representative established .within the Community,  ensures and declares-that 
transportable  pressure  equipment  is in conformity  with  the  type  as  described in the · 
· EC type-e_xaniination certificate .  and  satisfies .  the  requirements. of the- Directive  which 
apply to it. - The_ manufacturer,  or his  authorized representative, established within the 
Community, must affix the II  marking to all_transportable. pressure equipment and draw 
up a written declaration of coriformity.  ·  - ·  · 
2.  The  manufacturer must take  all· 111easures _  necessary  to  ensure  that the  manufacturing 
process requires the manufactured transportable-pressure equipment to comply with the 
type as· described ,in the EC tYpe-examination certificate and with the requirements· of the 
. pir~ctive ·which apply to it. -
36 3.  The manufacturer,  or his authorized representative established within the Community, 
must keep a copy of the declaration of conformity for a _period of ten yeari after the last 
of the. transportable pressure _equipment has been manufactured.  · · 
Where neither the manufacturer nor his authorized representative is established within the . 
Community,  the  obligation  to  keep  the  technical · documentation  available  is  the 
responsibilitY  of the  person  who  places  the  transportable  pressure  equipment on the 
Community market. 
4.  Final assessment  must be ·subject to  monitoring in the form of unexpected visits  by  a 
_notified body (type A inspection body) chosen by the manufacturer. 
During such visits,  the notified body must: 
- · ensure that the manufacturer actually performs final assessment; 
- take  samples  of transportable  pressure  equipment at the manufacturing  or storage 
premises in order to conduct checks.  The notified body must assess  the number of 
. items  of equipment  to  sample  and  whether  it  is  necessary  to  perform,  or  have . 
performed,  all or part of final  assessment  on ·the: transportable pressure equipment 
_samples .. 
Should one or more of the items of transportable pressure equipment not conform, the 
notified body must take appropriate measures.  · 
On the  re~onsibility of the.  notified body,  the  manufacturer  must affix the former's 
identification number on each ite~ of transportable pressure  equipment. 
Module D (production ·quality assurance) 
1.  This  module  describes  the  procedure · whereby  the  manufacturer  who  satisfies  the 
-obligations of section 2 ensures  and declares  that the transportable pressure equipment 
con~emed_is in conformity with the type described in the EC type-examination certificate 
and satisfies the requirements of the Directive which apply to it ..  The manufacturer, or 
his authorized representative established within the Community, must affix the II marking 
to all transportable pressure equipment and  draw up a written declaration of conformity. 
The II marking must be accompanied by the  identification number of the notified body 
(type  A  inspection  body)  responsible  for  Community  surveillance  as  _specified  in 
section 4. 
2.  The  manufacturer  must  operate  an  approved  quality  system  for  production,  final. 
inspection anu testing as specified i!l section 3 and be subject to surveillance as specified 
in section 4. · 
37 3.  Quality system 
.  - - .  .  .  .  . 
3.1.  The manufacturer must lodge an application for assessment of his quality system_with 
a notified b~dy of his choice.  · 
The application must include: . 
~  . 
-.  · all relevant information on the transportable pressure equipment concerned; 
/ 
tlle documentation concerning the quality system; 
. the  technical  doclimentation:  for  the  approved . type. and·· a  .copy  -of  the 
EC  type~exa.rrlination certificate. 
3.2.  The quality system must ensure compliance of the-transportable pressUre equipment· 
with .  the  type·  described  in . the  ·. EC · type-examination · certificate·  and  with ·the · 
•  · requirements ·of the Directive which apply  ~o it. 
.. All the elements, requirements and provision~ adopted by the_ manufactUrer must be. 
doc\}mented  in- a  systematic  and  orderly  manner 'in  the  f9fm  of written policies, 
procedures  and  instructions..  The  quality  system  documentation. must  permit  a 
:consistent interpretation of the· quality programmes,  plans,  manuals and records. 
' 
It must  cont~in in particular an adequate description of: · 
the quality objectives anq the organizational structure; responsibilities and powers' . 
· of the  management with .regard  to  the  quality  of the  tr~nsportable_ pressure 
equipment;  , 
'.the manufactUring, quality control and quality assurance techri.iques, processes and 
systematic measures that will be used,  particularly the procedures used; 
.  -
the  examinations  and' tests  thar will  be  c~rried out  before,  during  and- after 
Iilanufac~re, a11:d  the frequency with which they will be. carried out; 
the  quality  records,  such- as  inspection  reports  and test data,  calibration data, · 
reports concerning_ the-qualifications or approvals of the personnel concerned; 
.  -
the means of monitoring the achievem~ht  of the required quality afl:d the effective 
operation of the quality system: 
~­ r 
3.3.  _The 'notified body.must assess the quality system to determine whether it satisfies the- -..... 
requirements referred_ to in 3. 2.  .·  ·-
. The -auditing team· must have at least one member with experience of assessing  the 
transportable pressure equipment concerned~ The assessment procedure must include 
an inspection visit -to the manufacturer's premises. 
38 The decision must be notified to the manufacturer.  The notificationmust contain the 
conclusions of  the examirlation and the reasoned assessment decision.- Provision must 
· be made for an appeals procedure. 
3.4.  The manufacturer must undertake to fulfil the obligations arising out of the quality 
system as  appr~ved arid to ensure that it remains satisfactory and efficient. 
The manufacturer, or his authorized representative establisll.ed within the Community, 
must inform the notified body that has approved the quality .. system of any intended 
adjustment to the quality system. 
'  . . 
The notified body must assess the proposed changes and decide whether the amended 
. quality  system  will  still  satisfY  the. requirements  referred  to  in 3~2 :or  whether  a 
reass~ssment is required. 
It must notify its. decision to ·the manufacturer.  The  notification: must contain the 
, conclusions of the examination and the reasoned assessment decision. 
.  -
4.  Surveillance under the responsibility of the notified body 
4.1.  The  purpose of surveillance  is  to  make  sure  thai.the manufacturer duly  fulfils  the 
obligations arising out of the approved quality system. · 
4.2.  The manufacturer must allow the notifiedbody access for inspection purposes to the 
locations  of manufacture,  inspection,_ testing  and  storage  and  provid~ it  with  all 
necessary  ipformation,  in particular: 
the quality _system documentation; 
the  quality  records,  ~uGh as .inspection reports  and  test data,  calibration data,. 
reports concerning the qualifications· of  -the personnel concerned,  t?tc. 
.  -
4.3.  ·The notified body must carry out periodic audits to make sure that the manufactUrer 
maintains and applies the qrialjty system and provide the  maimfactur~t with an audit 
report.  The  frequency  of periodic audits  must be such that a full  reassessment  1s 
carried out every three years. 
4.4.  Jn addition the notified body  may pay unexpected visits  to  the  manufacturer.  The 
need for such additional visits, and the frequency thereof,  will be determined on the 
basis  of a  visit _control  system  operated  by  the  notified  body.  In particular,  the 
following factors must be considered in the visit control system: _ 
the category of the equipment; 
. -
the results of previous surveillance visits; 
the need to follow up corrective action; 
39 special conditions linked to ~e  a~proval of the system, where applicable; 
significant changes. in manufacturing organization, policy or techniques.  .  .  .  .  . 
During such visits the notified body may carry·  out or have carried out tests to verify· 
if necessary that the qualitY system is  functioning  correctly~  The notified body must 
provide the manufacture;r with a visit report ~d. if a test has taken place, with a test 
.• report·.-
\.  ' 
5;  Th~ manufacturer must,  for  a  period of ten  yea~s after ihe last of the  transportable 
· pressure  equipment  has  been manufactured,  hold  at  the  disposal  of  the  national 
authorities: · 
- the documentation referred to in the second indent of 3 .1; 
.  '  .  . 
·the adjustments referred to in the second paragraph of 3.4;  .. 
- the decisions  and reports  from the notified body which are referred to in the  la~t 
. paragraph of3.3, the last paragraph of 3.4, and in 4.3 and 4.4. 
.  .  .  '.  . 
. _ 6 ..  Each notified body must commuriicate 'to the Member States the relevant information 
concerning the quality system approvals which it has  witlidra~ii. and, 'on  request, those . 
it has issued.·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.  Each notified body. must also  coirununicate to the  other _notified  b-odies_ the ·relevant 
·  informatio~:  concerning the quality system approvals it has withdrawn. or refused. 
Module Dl (production quality assurance) 
1.  This  module  d~scribes  the procedure  whereby  the  mariufacnirer  who  satisfies  the 
obligations .of section ·3 -ensures ··and ·declares  that the items. of transportable  pressure 
. equipment concerned satisfy the requirements of  the Directive which apply to them. ,The 
manufacturer; or his authorized representative established within the. Community, ·must . 
;affix the II marking· to  each item of transportable pressure  equipment and  draw up a 
written  declaration  of conformity. _ The II  marking  must .  be  accompanied  by  the 
identifi~ation m;mber of the notified· body  (type -A :·inspection. body)  responSible  for 
Community surveillance as .  s:e.ecified in section 5 .. 
. '2.  The manufacturer must dra'.¥ up the tecluiicaf documentation described  bel~w: 
The technical doculllentation must enable an  assessment to be made of the conformity of 
the transportable pressure equipment with the requirements of the Directive which apply--- / 
to it.. It must, as far 'as is relevant for such ·assessment,  cover cthe design, manufacture 
and operation of the transportable  press~re equipment and C?ntain:  · - a general description of the transportable· pressure equipment;  .  .  . 
- conceptmil  design  and  manufacturing  drawings  and  diagrams  of  components, 
sub-assemblies, circuits, etc.; 
- descriptions and explanations necessary for an understanding of the said drawings and 
diagrams and the operation 9f the transportable pressure equipment; 
- .  a description of the solutions adopted to meet the requirements of the Directive; 
- results of clesign calculations made, examinations carried out, etc.; 
- . test reports. 
.  .  '  •  I  . 
3.  The  manufacturer  must  operate  an  approved  quahty  system  for  production,  final 
inspection and testing as specified in section 4 and be subject to surveillance as specified 
in section 5.  · 
4.  Quality system 
4.1.  The manufacturer must lodge an application for assessment of  his _quality system with 
a notified body of his choice. 
The application must include: 
'  ! 
all relevant information on the transportable· pressure equipment concerned; 
the documentation concerning the quality system. 
·. 4.2.  The quality system must ensure compliance of the transportable pressure .equipment 
. with the requirements~  of the Directive which apply to it.  · 
All the elements, requirements and provisions adopted by the manufacturer must be 
documented  in a  systematic  and  orderly  manner· iri  the  form  of written policies, 
procedures  and  instructions.  The  quality  system  documentatjon  must  permit .a 
consi~tent interpretation of the quality programmes,  plans,  manuals and records. 
.  ' 
It must contain in particular an adequate description of: 
...,  · the quality objectives arid the organizational structure, responsibilities and powers 
of the  management  with- regard  to  the  quality  of the  transportable  pressure 
equipment; 
...,  the manufacturing, quality control aud quality assurance techniques, processes and 
systematic measures· that will be used; 
41 the  examinations  and  tests- that  will  by· carried  out before·, · during  and  after  -
manufacture, and the frequency with which they will be carrie~-out;  · 
the. quality records, · such as  inspection .reports  and ·test  data~ -calibration data, 
reports concerning the qualifications/ or' approvals of the personnel concerned; 
the means of_ monitoring the achievement of the required quality and the effective 
operation qf the quality system. _  - · 
4.~.  . The notified body must assess the quality system to determine whether it satisfies the 
. requirements referred to in 4. 2.  "  · ·  ,  · 
The auditing team must have at least one member with experience of assessing  the 
transportable pressure equipment concerned.  The assessment procedure must include . 
- an inspection visit to the manufacturer's premises,  - ., 
The decision must-be notified to the manufacturer.  The notification_must contain the 
conclusions of the examination and the reasoned assessment decision.  Provision must·· 
be made for an appeals procedure. 
__  4.4.  The manufacturer must undertake to fulfil the-obligations arising out of the quality 
system as  approyed ·and to ensure that it. remains satisfactory  and 'efficient.  . 
. The manufacturer, or his authorized representative established within tlie Community, 
must inform the notified body that has approved the quaiity system' of any intended 
adjustment to the quality  system~ 
The notified body must .assess the proposed change~·  and decide whether the amended 
quality  system  will  still  satisfy  the  requir~!nents referred  to  in 4.2 or whether a 
reassessment  is  required.  ·  - · 
It must notify its  decision to the  manufacturer.  · The notification must contain the· 
. conclusions of the examination and the reasoned ·assessment decision.· 
5.  Surveillance under the responSibility of the notified body 
5: 1.  · The purp.ose  of surveill~nce .  is to  in~ke .sure  that the  manufacturer duly fulfils  the· 
· obligations arising out-of the approved quality system .. · 
. 5.2. ·  The, manufacturer must allow the notified body  a~cess for inspection purposes .to the. 
locations  of manufacture,  inspection,  testing  and  storage· and  provide· it  with  all · 
.necessary  information,  in particular:·  , 
the quality system documentation; 
- the quality records, such as inspection reports and test data, calibration data, reports 
concerning the qualifications of the. personnel concerned etc.  · 
42 · 5.  3.  The notified body must carry out periodic audits to make sure that the manufactUrer 
maintains and applies the quality system and provide the manufacturer with an audit 
report.  The frequency· of periodic audits must be such that a full· reassessment  is 
carried out every three years. 
5.4.  In addition the notified body may pay unexpected visits to the manufacturer.  ·The 
need for such additional visits, and the freqtJency thereof, wilL be. determined on the 
basis -of  ~ visit. control system operated by ·the notified body.  In particular,  the 
following factors must be considered in the visit .control system:  . 
·  the category of the equipment; 
the results of previous surv-eillance visits; 
the. need to follow up corrective action; 
'  .  . 
special  co~ditions linked to the approval of tJte  system,  where applicable; . 
significant changes in manufacturing organization, policy or techniques. 
During such visits the notified body may carry out or have carried out tests to verify 
if necessary that the quality- system is functioning correctly.  The notified body must 
provide tpe manufacturer with a visit report and, if a test has taken place, with a test 
report. 
6. ·  The manufacturer must,  for  a  period of ten years  after the  last of the  transportable 
pressure  equipment  has.  been  manufactured, .  hold  at  the  disposal  of  the ·  national 
authorities: 
the technical· documentation referred to· in section 2; 
'  .  '  . 
- the documentation referred to in the second indent of 4.1; 
- · the adjustments referred to .in the· second paragraph of 4.4; 
- the decisions and reports  from the notified body which are  referred to •  in the  last 
paragraph·  of  4.3, the-last paragraph of 4.4, and in ,5 .3 and 5 .4.  ·  . 
7.  Each· notified body, must communicate to  the Member States the relevant information 
concerning the quality system approvals which it has withdrawn, and, on request, those 
. it has issued.  · 
Each notified  body must also  communicate  to  the  other notified  bodies  the  relevant 
information concerning the qmility system approvals it has withdrawn or refused . 
.  ( 
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Module E (product quality assurance) 
1. _This  module  describes. the  procedure  whereby  the  manufacturer -.who  satisfies  the 
obligations of section 2 ensures and declares that the transportable pressure equipment 
is in conformity with the type as  described in the EC type-examination certificate and 
. satisfies the requirements of the Directive which apply to it.  The manufacturer, or his 
authorized representative established within the Community, must affiX the 11 marking 
, to eachproduct and draw up a written declaration of conformity.' The II marking must 
be  accompanied by  the  identification number  of the notified body  (type A inspection 
body) responsible for surveillance as  specified in section 4:  · 
2..  The manufacturer must operate an approveq quality system for' the final transportable 
pressure  equipment- inspection and testing  as  specified  in section 3 and be. subject to 
surveillance as specified_ in section 4,  '  .  \  . 
3.  Quality system 
3.1.  The manufactUrer ~ust  lodge an  application for  ass~ssment of his quality system for" 
the transportable pressure equipment with a notified body of his ·choice.  · 
·:·.  )_  The application must include:" 
all relevan..t information. on the transportable pressure eqttipment concerned; 
the documentation concerning the qualitY  system; · 
-the  technical  .. documentation  for·  the  approved  type  and  a  copy . of  the· 
EC type-examination certificate. 
3.2  .. · Under the  q~ality system,  each item  of transportable  pressure  equipment must be 
.-
. examined. and appropriate tests must be carried out in order to  ellS~re its comormitY 
with. the  requirements  of the  Directive· which ·apply  to  it.  All ·  ~e elements, 
requirements  anci provisions adopted by the manufacturer must be documented in a 
systematic  and orderly' manner  in  the  form  of written  policies,.  procedures  and 
·instructions.·  This  quality  system  documentation  must  permit  a  consistent' 
inter]Jretation of the quality programmes,  plans,  manuals and records,. 
It must contain in·particular an adequate description of:_ 
.. the quality objectives and the orgaruzatiomtl structure, responsibilities and powers 
· ' of the  management  with  regard  to  the  quality of the.  transportable ·pressure 
equipment;·  ·  · ·  , 
the examinations and tests to be carried out. after manufac.ture; 
the means of trtonitoring the .effective operation of the quality system; the  quality  records,  such  as  inspection reports  and  test data,  calibration data, 
. reports concerning the qualifications or approvals of the personnel concerned. 
3.3.  The notified body must assess the quality system to determine whether it satisfies the 
requirements referred to in 3;2. 
The auditing team must have at least one member with experience of assessing  the 
transportable pressure equipment concerned.  The assessment procedure must include 
an inspection visit to the n;t.anufacturer's premises: ·  . 
.  '  '  .  . 
The decision must be notified to the manufacturer.  The notification must contain the 
conclusions o(the examination and the reasoned .assessment decision. 
· 3.4.  The manufacturer must undertake to discharge the obligations arising from the quality 
system as  approved and to ensure that it ·remains satisfactory and efficient. 
The manufacturer, or his authorized representative establish~d within the Community, 
must inform the notified body which has approved the quality system of any .intended · 
adjustment to the .quality systetp.. 
The notified body must assess the proposed ch~ges  and decide whether the modified · 
quality· system  will  still  satisfy  tlle  requirements ·referred  to in  3.2  or whether  a 
reassessment is  required. 
It must· notify its decision to the manufacturer. .  The  notification must contain the 
.  conclusions of the examination and the reasoned assessment decision. 
4.  Surveillance under· the responsibility of the notified body 
4~  1.  The purpose of surveillance  is  to  make  sure  that the  manufacturer duly  fulfils  the 
obligations arising out of the approved quality system.  ·  · 
4.2.  :The manufacturer must allow the notified body. access for inspection purposes to the 
. locations  of  inspection,  testing  and  storage  and  provide  it  with  all  necessary 
information, in particular: 
the quality system documentation; 
the technical documentation; 
the  quality  records,  such  as. inspection  reports  and  test  data,  calibration data, 
reports concerning the qualifications of  the personnel concerned, etc. 
4.3.  The notified body must carry out periodic audits to make sure that the manufacturer 
maintains and applies the quality system and provide the manufacturer with. an audit 
-report.  The frequency  of periodic au_dits· must be  such that a full  reassessment  is 
·carr~ed out every three years.  · 
45 4.4.  In addition the notified body may pay  unexpected visits to the  IIlanut'acturer .. The 
need for such additional visits, and the frequency thereof, will be determmed oil the· 
b~sis of a -visit  control  system  operated  by  the  notified  body.  In  Rarticu~ar,  the 
following factors must. be considered in the visit control-system:  ; 
I 
the category pf the equipment; 
the results of previous  su~eillance visits; . 
·  th~ need to follow up corrective action; 
. special conditions linkea to the  appr<~val of the system,  where applicable; 
· significant changes In m_anufacturing organization,  policy or techniques .. 
- -
During-such visits, the notified body may carry out or have.carried out tests to verify 
if necessary. that the. quality system is functioning correctly.  The notified body must -
provide the manufacturer with a v'isit report and, if a test has ,taken place, with a test 
report. 
5.  The  manufacturer must,  for  a period of  ten: years  after 'the  last  of the  transportable. 
pressure  equipment. has  been  manufactured,  hold· at  the  4isposal  of  the  national 
authoritie~: 
the documentation referred to in the second. indent of 3  .1; 
- the adjustments referred·to in the second paragraph 'of 3.4; 
- the decisions  and reports  from  the notified body which are  referred  to  in the  last · 
paragraph of 3.3,. the last paragraph of3.4, and in 4.3 and 4.4. 
.  .  .  .  .  ..  .  \ 
6.  Each notified body must communicate to the Member  Stat(!s  the relevant  information 
· .  conce~ng the quality system· approvals which it has withdrawn and, on request,  those 
it has issued. .  ·  · 
. Each notified  body ·must  also  commurucate  to  the  other  notifi~d bodies  th~ _  relevant . 
information concerning the· quaiity system· approvals it has  withdrawn or. refused. 
46. Module El (product quality assurance) 
1.  This  module  describes. the  procedure  whereby  the  ~anufacturer who  satisfies  the 
obligations of section 3 ensures and  declare~ that the transportable pressure equipment 
satisfies the requirements of the Directive which apply to it.  The manufacturer,  or his 
authorized representative established within the Community, must afflX the II marking 
to each item of transportable pressure- equipment and draw up_ a written declaration of . 
' conformity.  The II marking must be· accompanied by  the  identification number o{ the 
notified body (type A inspection body) responsible for surveillance as specified in section 
5. 
2.  The manufacturer must draw up the technical documentation described below. 
The technical documentation must enable ari assessment to be made of the conformity of 
the-tranSportable pressure equipment with the requirements of the Directive which apply 
.  . to it.  It must,  as  far as is relevant for such assessment,  cover the design,  manufacture 
and operatjon of the transportable pressure equipment and contain:  , 
a general description of the transportable pressure equipment; 
- -conceptual  design  and  manufacturing  drawings  and  diagrams  of  components, 
sub-assemblies,  circuits, etc.; 
.  . 
- descriptiqns ·and explanations ·necessary for an understanding of the said drawings and 
diagrams  and the operation of the traznsportable pressure equipment;  · 
- a· description of the solu'tions adopted to meet the requirements of the· Directive; 
results of design calculations  made~ examinations carried out, etc.; 
- test reports. 
3.  The manufacturer must operate an approved· quality system for· the final transportable 
pressure  equipment inspection _and  testing_ as  specified  in section 4  and be subject to 
_surveill~ce as  specified in section 5:. 
4.  Quality- system  .· 
4.1.  The manufacturer must lodge an application for assessment of his quality system with 
a notified body of his choice.  · 
The_  applicatio~ must.indude: 
all relevant information on the pressure  equipment concerned; 
the documentation concerning the quality system. 
47 4·.2.  Under the qualitY  system, -each item of transportable  pressure  equipment must be 
-examined and appropriate tests must be carried out '"in order to ensure its conformity. 
with the· requirements  of -the  Directive  which  apply  to  it.- All  the  elements; 
requirements and ·provisions adopted-by the manufacturer must be documented in a 
systematic  and  orderly- manner  in the  form, of written  policies,  procedures  and 
- instructions.  .J'his -.quality'  syst~m  documentation·  ml.ist  permit . a  _consistent 
_ interpretation of the quality programmes,  plans,  manuals and records.  .  .  '  .  .  .  . 
It  -m~1st contain in particular an adequate  desc~:iption of:  _ 
.the quality obje~tives and the organizational structure, responSibilities and powers 
of the  management with  regard  to  the  quality  of 'the  transportable_ pressure 
equipment;  ·  -- ·  · 
the  procedure~ used for the joining of pap:s; 
-- --the examinations ·and _tests  to be carrted out after manufacture;  -
.the means of monitoring the effective operation of the quality system; 
- .  -
the  quality records,  such as  inspection reports  and test data,  calibration data, 
reports concerning the qualifications or approvals of the personnel concerned.  -
,,- .  .  .  ~  .  .  .  .  .  .  '  . 
4.3.  The notified body must a.ssess  the qualit-y system to determine whether it satisfies the 
-requirements referred to in 4.2.  - -
-The  auditing  tea~ must have at -least one member with experience of ass_essing  the 
-'  ti'artsportable pressure-equipment concerned.  The assessment procedure must include--
- an inspection visit to the manufacturer's' premises. 
-I 
'The decision mu~t  be notified to the manufacturer..  The notificatio~must contain the 
conclusions.of the exammation and the reasoned assessment decision.- Provisio_n rrius~ 
be made for an' appeals procedure. 
:4.4.  - The manufacturer must undertake to discharge the obligations arising from the  qu~lity 
·-sy-stem  as  approved andto ensure·tha~ it remains satisfactory and efficienL 
The manufacturer, or his authorized representative established within the Community, 
must inform the notified body which has approved tbe quality system of_any intended 
adjustmen(  to the quality  sys~em  .. 
The notified body must assess the, proposed changes and decide whether-the  ~modified -
quality  _system  will  still  satisfy  the requirements  referred  to  jn--4.2  or whether  a 
_  reassessment is  required. 
.  .  .  . 
It must notify its· decision to the manufactur~r.  The notification must contain the 
conciusioils of the examination and the reasoned ·assessment dedsion. 
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5.  Surveillance under the responsibility  of the notified body 
5 .1.  The purpose of surveillance  is  to  make  sure  that the  manufacturer duly fulfils  the 
obligations arising out of the approved qUality system.  · 
5.2.  The mdllufacturer must allow the notified body· access for inspection purposes to the 
locations  of inspection,.  testing  and  storage  and  provide  it  with  all  necessary 
information, in particular: 
the quality system documentation; 
the technical documentation; 
the  quality  records,  such as  inspection reports  and  test data,  calibration data, 
reports concerning the qualifications. of the personnel concerned,  etc .. 
5. 3.  The notified body must ca'rry out periodic audits to make sure that the manufacturer 
maintains and applies the quality system and provide the manufacturer with an audit 
report.  The frequency  of periodic  audits  must be such that a full .reassessment  is 
carried out every three years .. 
5.4.  In addition the notified body may  pay unexpected visits  to  the  manufacturer.  The 
need for such additional visits,  and the frequency thereof, will be determined on the 
basis  of a  visit  control  sys~em operated  by  the  notified  body.  In particular,  the 
following factors  must be considered in the visit c?ntrol system: 
the category of  th~ equipment; 
the results of previous surveillance visits; 
the need to ·foll_ow up corrective action; 
special conditions linked to the  approval of the system,  where applicable; 
- , significant changes in manufacturing organization, policy or techniques. 
During such visits the notified body may carry out or have carried out tests to verify 
if ne~essary that the quality system is functioning correctly..  The notified body must 
provide the manufacturer with a visit report and, if a test has taken place, with a test 
report. 
6.  The  manufacturer must,  for  a period  of ten  years  after  the  last  of the  transportable 
pressure  equipment  has  been  manufactured,  keep  at  th~ ·disposal  of  the. ·national 
authorities: 
the technical documentation referred to in section 2; 
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the documentation referred to in the third indent of 4.1; 
the adjustments referred to in the  seco~d paragraph of 4.4; 
'  ~  .  .  . 
...:.  the decisions  and  reports  from  the notified body  which are  referred  ~o in the last 
paragraph of 4.3, the last·paragraph of 4.4 and in 5.3 and5.4. · 
· 7.  Each .notified body must communicate to  the  Member States the relevant information 
concerning the quality system approvals which it has  withdra~n and, on request, those 
k~~~- '  ' 
_Each_ notified _body  must  also  communicate to  the  other notified  b<;>dies. the  relevant 
infoi"mati6n concerning the quality system  appro~als it has  withdrawn or refused. 
Module F (product verification) 
'  -
1.  .  This- module _  describes · the  procedure.  whereby  ·a  manufacturer,  or  his  authorized 
representative  established-_  within  the  -Community, -_  e_nsures  and  declares  that  the 
· transportable pressure equipment subject to  th_e  pr9visions of section 3 is in conformity 
.  with_ the- type described  - -
.  .  .  . 
in-the EC type-examination certificate ,or 
in the EC design examination certificate 
a:nd  sa~isfies the requirements- of the Directive_which apply to  it. 
2.  The  manufacturer .must  take  all  measures-necessary  to ensure  that the  manufacturing 
_ process requires-the transportable-pressure equipment to comply- v.:rith the type described 
. in the EC type-,examination certificate or 
in the EC design examination certificate 
and with ~e  requirements of the Djrective which· apply to  it. -
The manufacturer,. or his authorized-representative established within th<:?  Community, 
m~st affix  the  II marking  to  all  transportagle  pressure  equipment _.and  draw_  up_  a 
declaration of conformity.  ' 
- - -
3.  The notified body~  (type A  in:sp~ction body) must verf01m the approprhtte  ~xaminations . 
and tests in order to check the conformity of the transportable pressure equipment with -
the  relevant requirements  of the  Directive by  examining  and  testing every  product in 
accordance with section 4.  '' 
·so The manufacturer,  or his authorized representative established within the Community, 
must keep a copy of the declaration of conformity for a  period of ten years after the last 
of the transportable pressure equipment has been manufactured. 
4.  Verification ~y  examination and testing of each item of transportable pressure equipment 
4.1.  Each item of transportable pressure equipment must be individually examined and 
must undergo appropriate examinations and tests in order to verify that it conforms 
to the type and the ·requirements of the Directive which apply to-it. 
4.2.  The notified body must affix its identification number or have it affixed to each item 
of transportable pressure equipment_ and draw up a written certificate of conformity 
relating to the tests carried out: 
4. 3.  . The maiiufa~turer, or his authorized representative established within the Community, 
must ensure fu,at the certificates of conformity' issued by the  notified body can be 
made available on request. 
Module G (EC unit verification) 
1.  · This module describes the procedure whereby the manufacturer ensures and declares that 
.  .  - t 
transportable pressure equipment which has been issued with 'the certificate referred to 
iil  section 4.1  satisfies  the  requirements  of the  D~rective  which  apply- to  it.· . The 
manufacturer must affix the II marking to the transportable pressure equipment and draw 
up a declaration of conformity. 
2.  The manufacturer must apply to a notified _body  (type A inspection body) of his choice 
for unit verification. 
The application must contain: 
the  name  and  address  of the  manufacturer  and  the  location of the  transportable 
pressure equipment; 
- a written declaration to the effect that a similar application has not been lodged with · 
·.  another notified body; '  '' 
technical documentation.  .  . 
3.  The technical documentation must enable the conformity of the  transportable pressure 
equipment with the requirements _of the Directive which apply to it to be assessed arid the 
design,  manufacture  and  operation  of the  transportable  pressure  equipment  to  be 
und,erstood. 
51 The technical documentation must contain: 
.  .  . 
·- a general description' of the transportable pressure equipment;  '.  . 
'  ' 
- conceptual design· and  m.anufactu~ing drawings  and diagrams  of components,  sub-
asse~blies, circuits, etc.;· ·  ·  · 
'  .·  ·.  . 
- descriptions and explanations necessary for an understanding of  the ·said· drawings and 
diagrams and the operation of the: transportable. pressure· equipment; ·  · 
- results of design calculationS mad_e,  examinations carried out, etc.; 
- test reports. 
•  .,  •  •  .  I 
4  __ . The notified body must examine the design and construction of  each item of transportable 
pressure  equipment  and  during  miuiufacture  perform  appropriate  tests to ensure its 
conformity with the requirements of the Directive which apply to it. 
4.1. ·  The  notified ·body  must  affix  its  Identification_  number  ~i have  it  affixed -to the 
transportable pressure. equipment and.Q.raw up a_certificate of  conformity for the tests 
carried out.  This Certificate. must be.kept for a  period of ten years .. 
4.2.  . The manufacturer, or his authorized representative established within the Community,. 
must  ensure that the declaration ofconformity and certificate of conform'ity issued by. 
·the notified 'body can b_e  made available on request. 
Module H (full quality. assurance) 
1: · This  module  describes  the  procedure  whereby  the .manufacturer· who  satisfies  the 
obligations of section 2 ensures and declares that the  transportable  pre_ssure  equipment 
. in  question  satisfies  the  requirements  of the  Directive  which  apply  to  it. ·  The 
·  manufacturer,  or· his  authoriz~d:representative established within the Community, must  . 
· affix the II marking· to  each item of transportable  pr'essure  eq~ipment and draw up a  · 
written. declaration  of conformity.  The II  marking  must  be·  accompanied  by  the 
identification nuJDber of the· notified body (type A inspection body) responsible for the 
. surveillance referred to in section 4·. 
2.  The manufacturer must implement an approved quality SY,Stem'for des.ign,  manufactu~e  • 
. final  inspection and  testing  as  specified in section 3 and be  subject to  surveillance  as· 
.  specified in section 4.  .  .  .  .  .  .  '  . 
3.  Quality system. 
· 3. 1..  The manufacturer must lodge an application for assessment of his quality system with··  . 
. a notified body of his choice.  '  '  .  . 
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'.·  ..  , The application must include:_ 
all  relevant  information  concerning  the  transportable  pressure  equipment. in 
question; 
the documentation concerning the quality system. 
3.2.  The quality system must ensure compliance of the transportable pressure.equipment 
with the requirements of the Directive which apply to  it. 
All the ·elements, requirements and provisions adopted by ·the manufacturer must be 
documented  in a  systematic ·and· orderly  manner·in the  form  of written policies, 
procedures  and  instructions.  This· qua,lity  system  documentati9n  must  permit  a 
consistent interpretation <?f the procedural and quality measures such as programmes, 
plans, manuals and records. 
·It must contain in particular an adequate description of: 
the quality objectives and the organizational structure, responsibilities and powers 
of the management with regard to the quality of  the design and to product quality; 
the technical design specifications,  including standards1  that will be applied; 
the design control and design verification techniques,  processes  and systematic 
measures that will be used when designing the transportable pressure equipment; 
the  correspondmg  manufacturing,  quality  control  and  quality  assurance 
techniques, processes and systematic measures that will be used; 
the  examinations  and  tests  to  tie  carried  out  before,  during,  and  after 
manufacture, and the frequency with which they will be carried out; 
the quality records,  such as  inspection reports  and  test data,  calibration data, 
· reports concerning the qualifications or approvals of the personnel concerned-;  ·  .  . 
the means of monitoring the achievement of the required transportable pressure 
·equipment design and quality and the effective operation of the quality system. 
'  '  . 
3. 3.  The notified body must assess the quality system to determine whether it satisfies the 
requirements referred to in 3.2. 
·The auditing· team must have at least one member with experience of assessing  the 
transportable pressure equipment concerned.  The assessment procedure must include 
a visit to the manufacturer's premises.  · 
53 The decision must be notified to the manufacturer  .. The notification must contain the 
conclusions of  the examination and the reasoned assessment decision.  Provision must 
be m~de for an appeals procedure; 
.  .  '  .  .  .  . 
· · 3. 4.  :The  manufacturer· must undertake to fulfil the-obligations arising out of fue ·  quality 
system as approved and to en5ure that .it remains .  satisfactory and efficient. · 
The manufacturer, or his autJtorized representative eSt;iblished within the Corrnilunity, 
must inform the notified body that has approved the quality system of any intend.ed 
adjustment to  the quality system, . .  . 
The notifled bqdy must assess the proposed changes. and decide whether tbe.modified·. 
quality  system  will  stfll  satisfy  thy  requirementS  referred  to  in 3.2 or whether  a 
reassessment  is  required.  . 
It must notify  its  decision to .  the manufacturer.  The notification. must contain the 
· · conclusions of the. examination and the reasoned assessment decision. 
.  . 
4.  Surveillance under the responsibility of_the notified body·· 
4.1.  _  The_ purpose of this surveillance is to make sure that the mam1factilrer duly fu}fils the 
· . obligations at;ising  out of the approved q11ality ·system.  · 
/ 
4.2.  The manufacturer must allow the notified body access for inspection purposes to the 
locations. of design,-manufacture,· inspection, testing· and storage. and provide it with 
all necessary  information,  in particular:  ·  · 
the· quality system docu_mentatiort; 
the·quality records provided for in the design part of the quality system,  such as 
results of analyses,' c_alculations,  tests·;  etc.; 
the quality  ~ecords provided for in the manufacturing part of the quality system,. 
such a§ 'inspection reports and test data, calibration data, reports concerning the 
qualifications of the personnel concerned, etc;  · 
.  . 
4.3.  The  not~fied b~dy-must carry O'\lt periodic audits to.make .s~rethat the manufacturer 
maintains and ·applies the quality system and provide the manufacturer with an audit 
report ..  · The frequency  of periodic audits  must be such that a full reassessment  is 
carried out every thre.e  years.  - · 
4.4.  In addition the _notified body may  pay unexpected visits. to  the -manufacturer.  The 
need for such additional visits, and the frequency thereof,  will be determined on t}le 
basis  of a  visit control  system  operated· by. the  notified  body.  . In -particuh1r,  the 
_following  factors must be· cons!dered  iQ  the visit control_ system: 
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( the category of the equipment; 
the results of previous surveillance visits; 
the need to follow·up corrective action; 
special conditions linked to the approval of the system  •.  where applicable; 
- ·significant changes in manufacturing organization, policy or techniques. 
- .  .  ... 
During such visits the notified body may carry qut or have carried out tests. to verify 
if necessary that the quality system is functioning correctly.  The notified body must , 
· provide the manufacturer with a visit report and, if a test has taken place, with ·a test 
rei>ort. 
5.  The  manufacturer  must,  for  a  period  of ten years  after  the  last  of the  transportable 
pressure  equipment  has  been  manufactured,  ·~eep  at  the  disposal  of the  national 
authorities: 
- ~he documentation referred to in the second indent of  the second subparagraph of 3  ._1;  ,  .. 
the adjustments referred to in .the second subparagraph of 3A; 
- the decisions  and  reports  from  the  notified body  which are  referred  to  in the last· 
. subparagraph of 3.3, .the last subparagraph of 3.4, and in 4.3 and 404. 
6. ·  Each notified body must communicate  to  the Member  States  the  relevant  information 
concerning the quality system approvals which it h~s withdrawn,  and~ on request, those 
it has issued. 
Each  notified  body· must  also  communicate. to  the  other notified  bodies  the  relevant 
information concerning~ the quality system approvals it has  withdrawn or refused: 
.  . 
.  . 
Module Hl  (full qu~lity assurance with design examination and special Surveillance of 
the final test) 
.  . 
1. ·  ·In addition to  the requirements of module H,  the following  apply: 
(a)  the ma~ufacturer must lodge an application for examination of the design with~the 
notified body (type A inspection body); 
(b)  the  application  must  enable  the  design,  manu.facture  and  operation  of  the 
transportable pressure equipment to -be understood,  and enable conformity with 
the relevant requiremen_ts  of the  Directive to be assessed. 
55 It must include:· 
the technical design specifications, _i_hcluding standards, which have been applied; 
- · the necessary supporting evidence for their adequacy.·  This supporting evi<fence  ~­
. must inClude the results of tests carried out by the appropriate laboratory of the 
(c) 
(d) 
·manufacturer· or on his behalf;.·  -· 
. .  .  .  .  .  .  ·: 
the notified body must examine the application and  where the design meets the 
provisions  of the  Directive which  apply  to  it  issue  an .EC design-examination 
certificate to the  appli~ant.  The certificate must cqntain the conclusions of the 
examination, the conditions for its validity, the necessary ·data for· identification 
of the  approved design .and,  if relevant,  a description of the functioning-of the 
transportable pressure equipment; · ·  -
the  applicant  must ·  · inform  the  notified  · body  that - has  .  issued  the 
EC design-examination certificate of all  modifications  to  the approved design. 
·  · Modifications to the approved design must receive additional approval_ f~om the 
notified body that issued the EC  design-examination certificate where they may 
affect  conformity  with  the· requirements  of the  Directive  or  the  prescribed 
conditions  for  use  of the  transportable  pressure  equipment.  'J,'his ·  addjtional 
approval  must  be  given  in  the  form  of  an.· addition  to  the  original  EC 
design-examination certificate;  ·  · 
(e).  each notified body must also. communicate to the other notified bodies the relevant 
. information concerning the EG design-examination certificates it has withdrawn 
or refused.  · 
2.'  Final-assessment is  subject to ·increased surveillance in the fotrn of unexpected visits 
-by  the  notified body.  In the .course of  such visits,  the  notified body must conduct 
exatninations on the transportable_ pressure equipment. 
.  \ 
'·. ANNEXV 
PART II· 
.  . 
PROCEDURES FOR PERIODIC INSPECTION 
Module 1 (periodic inspection of product) 
1.  This module deScribes the·procedure whereby an owner ensures and declares that the 
transportable  pressure  equipment subject to  the  provisions~  of section 3 continues.to 
meet the requirements of this Directive.  ·  · 
2.  · The owner must take all measures necessary to.ensure that the conditions of use and 
of maintenance,  in particular during filling,  assure  the continued conformity of the 
transportable pressure equipment with the requirements ·of this Directive.  The owner, 
or his authorised representative established within the Community, must affix the date 
of his  periodic  inspection  alongside  the  II marking  to  all  transportable  pressure ' 
equipment and draw up a declaration of conformity. 
3.  The inspection body (type A, ,B or C) must perform the appropriate examinations and 
tests in order to check the conformity of the transportable pressure equipment with the 
relevant tequirements of the Directive .by examining and testing every product.· 
3 .1.  Ali tnmsportable pressure equipment must be examined iri.dividually and appropriate 
tests, as Jiet out in the Annexes to Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC, must be carried 
out in order to verify their conformity with the requirements of those Directives.  · 
3.2.  The.inspection body (type A, B or C) must. affix its identification nillnber or have it 
·affixed to  each product being  _Reriodically  ipspected  immediateiy  after the .  date  of 
periodic inspection and draw up a written certificate of C<?nformity. 
3. 3.  The owner must keep a copy of the declaration of conformity required  un.de~ section 
2~ as well as the certificate of conformity required under section 3.2. until at least the 
next periodic inspection.· 
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Module 2,  .(periodic inpection through qu~ity assurance) 
· ·1.  This  module. -describes  the- ·procedure.  whereby,  the  owner  ..  or  his  authorised 
representative who  ~atisfies the obligations of sectiqn 2 ensures and declares that the 
·transportable pressure equipment continues to meet the requirements ·Of the Directive. 
· . The owner .or liis authorised representative established in the Community must  affix the 
-date  of periodic  ins·pection  alongside  the  II marking ·to  all  transportable. pressure· 
equipment and draw up a declaration of conformjty.  The date of  periodic inspection· 
must  be  accompanied  by  the  ideD:tificatkm  liuniber  of the  notified  body  (type  A · 
inspe~tion boc;ly)_  ~esponsible for surveillance as  specified. in point 4. 
2~ .  .  Tl,le  owner or his authorised representative must operate an approved quality system 
for the periodic inspection and tests of the equipment as specified in sectiori 3, and .  be 
. subject to surveillance  ~s specified in: point 4.  .  .  . 
3.  Quality system -. 
3 .1.  The owner or his authorised representative must lodge an application for assessment 
·.  of his .  quality system for the transportable pressure equipment with a  notified body Of 
·  _his  choice.  · 
· The· application must include: 
. all relevant information on the transportable· pressure equipment being· submitted 
·.·for periodic insp:ction; · 
the documentation regarding the quality system. 
3.2.  Under·. the  quality system,  each  item of_  transportable  pre~sure  ~quip~ent niust  be  . 
examined and .appropriate tests must be carried out in order to ensure its ·conformity. 
'with the requirementS  set out  in the _Annexes  to Directives 94/55/EC and 96/49/EC. 
All the elements,  requirements _and  provisioris  adopted by the manufacturer· must be 
documented  in  a  system~tic and  orderly . manner  in  the  form  of writtep.  policies, 
procedures  and  instructions.·  ·This ·quality .system  documentation  must  permit· a 
consistent interpretation of the quality programmes,  plans, manuals and records .. 
It musr contain in particilar an adequa,te description of: 
. -
the quality objectives anq the organisational.structure, responsibilities and powers . 
. of. the  management  with  regard  to- the  quality  of the  transportab,le  pressure  . 
equipment;  ·  ·· 
.  .  . 
the examinations arid. tests to be  carri~d.  out for the periodic inspection; . 
· , the meam; of IDOriitoting the effective operation of the qualitY system; 
. 
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58 the  quality  recor(js,  such- as inspection reports  and- test. data,  calibration data, 
reports concerning the qualifications or approvals of the personnel concerned. 
.  ·,  . 
3.  3.  The notified body must· assess the quality system to determine whether it satisfies the 
requirements referred to in section 3.2. 
The auditing team must have .at least one member with experience of assessing  the 
transportable pressure equipment c()ncerned.  The assessme11t  procedure must include 
aninspection visit to the manufacturer's premises. 
The decision .  inust be notified  to -the  owner or his  authorised  representative.  The 
notification  must  contain  the  conclusions  of the  examination  and  the · reasoned 
assessment decision. 
3.4  The owner or his authorised representative must undertake to discharge the obligations 
arising from the quality system as  approved and to ensure that it remains satisfactory 
and efficient.  · 
The owner or his authorised representative must inform the notified body which has 
approved the qualitY  system of any  intended adjustment to the quality system. 
The notified body must .assess  the prop.osed changes and decide whether the modified 
quality system will still satisfy the  requireme~ts referred to  in- section 3. 2 or whether 
a reassessment  is  required. 
It  must  notify  its  decision  to  the  owner  or  his  authorised'  representative.  The 
notification  must  contain  the  conclusions  of  the  exa~ination and  the  r~asoned 
assessment decision. 
4.  Surveillance under the responsiblity of tlie notified body 
4.1  The  purpose  of surveillance  is  to  niake  sure  that  the  owner  or  his  allthorised 
representative duly fulfils the obligations arising out of the approved quality system. 
4.2  The owner or his authorised representative  must allow  the  notified body  access  for. 
inspection purposes to. the locations of inspection,  testing and storage and-provide it 
with all necessary  information,  in particular: 
the quality system documentation; 
the- technical documentatimi; 
the quality records,  such as  inspection reports and test data, reports  concerning· 
-the qualifications of the personnel conce~ed, etc. 
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· 4.3  The notified body must carry out periodic audits· to  mak,e  sure that the owner or his 
authorised  representative  maintains  and  applies  the  quality  system  and ·provide  the 
owner or his authorised _representative with an audit  report.  . 
4.4  .  In addition the notified body may pay unexpected visits to the owner or his' authorised 
representative.  During such visits, the notified boqy_ may carry out or have carried out 
: tests to verify if  necessary that the quality system is functioning correctly~  The notified 
body .must provide the owrier or liis authorised-representative· with a visit report and, 
if a test has taken place, with a test report.  · 
.  - . 
· 5.  The owner must, for a ·period of  .ten 'years from the date of the last periodic inspection 
of the transportable pressure equipment,  ho~d at the disposal· of  the national authorities: 
the documentation -referred to  in the second  in~ent of 3.1; 
the adjustments referred· to  in the secorid paragraph, of 3 .4( 
the deCisions and reports from the notified body which are referred to in the last 
paragraph of 3.4, imd in 4.3 and 4·.4.  ·  ·  · 
-------------------~~--------~----
:'60 ANNEX VI 
. MODULES TO BE FOLLOWED FOR CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT 
The following table· indicates which modules of conformity assessment in accordance with 
~ex  V, part I shall be followed for transportable pressure equipment provided for under 
Article 2. 
-Type_ of  transportable pressur~ equipment  Modules 
Receptacles of Class 2 (not more than loO MPa.litre) Al, or 
·  - Bin combination with Cl 
Receptacles of Class 2  (100 - 300 MPa.litre) 
Receptacles of Class 2  (more than 300 MPa.litre), 
including demountable tanks,-tank containers 
portable tanks),  tanks _of tank wagons,  tanks of 
.  battery vehicles, tanks of tank vehicles 
61 
H, or  _ 
B in combination with E,- or 
:B  in combination with c  1  . 
G, or 
Hl, or 
B in combination with D, or 
B in combination with F . '' 
ANNEXVTI 
MARK OF CONFORMITY 
!he conformity mark shall take the following-form: 
If  the mark is reduced or enlarged, the proportions of the above dr~.wirig must 'be respected. 
The various components of the mark have substantially the same vertical dimensions, which 
may. not be le·ss ·  tha,n 5 mm. 
This minimum dimension. may be ~aived  .for sinall-scale devices. 
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